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5-1     Log #1144  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Paul Dobrowsky, American Chemistry Council

5-3
The proposal should have been  accepted.

The term Equipment Grounding Conductor needs to be replaced. Those opposed have no technical
reason for their opposition or any other valid reason. It is not worth the effort and everyone understands what is meant
are common responses.

It is very simple: Grounding electrode conductors are the connection to the earth and accomplish grounding. In the
present NEC, Equipment Grounding Conductors and bonding jumpers provide a "path back" to the source. Both are
always performing a bonding function. If the Grounding Electrode connection is removed or broken, the bonding function
remains intact.

Section 250.4 does not permit the earth (ground) to be used as an effective ground fault current path but the term
equipment grounding conductor inherently incorrectly contains the word "ground".

Visualize equipment supplied by a portable generator. The generator frame is not required to be connected to the
earth. The "green" wire in the flexible cord is not performing a grounding function but is performing a bonding function.

Visualize building one supplied by a service, having the grounded conductor connected to the grounding electrode
system by a grounding electrode conductor. A feeder supplies a second building and a grounding electrode conductor is
required for grounding any equipment in the second building. An equipment grounding conductor is required to be
installed from building 1 to building 2. Not for grounding, but for bonding, providing an effective fault current path.

Making this change has the added benefit of being more harmonized with other international standards and usage of
terminology.

Experienced NEC users have to ignore other concepts in other definitions and requirements to use the existing term.
This does not help the future NEC user or provide clarity in the existing NEC. Changing the term is the right thing to do
and should be supported.

The term "Equipment Grounding Conductor" is a significant and necessary term in the NEC. The
substantiation does not provide documentation of any safety problem created for the electrical industry, or other users of
the NEC, by the use of the term “equipment grounding conductor”.  It would be an unnecessary burden on the electrical
industry to make such a significant change with no expected improvement in safety.

The Panel has long recognized that the equipment grounding conductor performs both a grounding and a bonding
function. See the definition of Equipment Grounding Conductor in Article 100 along with Informational Note 1 that
follows. The definition of “Equipment Grounding Conductor” was revised in proposal 5-14a to recognize that the
conductor also provides the fault current path for ground faults. It should be noted that it has long been recognized that
the Equipment Grounding Conductor provides the path for ground fault current but the definition needed to be changed
to be accurate. The connection to earth is made by the grounding electrode. The grounding electrode conductor extends
the earth connection to service equipment or separately derived systems. The equipment grounding conductor both
extends the earth connection and bonds equipment together.

It would be inaccurate and confusing to change Equipment Grounding Conductor to Equipment Bonding Conductor
since there is no definition of Equipment Bonding Conductor in Article 100. The definition of Bonding Conductor or
Jumper indicates the conductor connects equipment together. There is no indication in this definition of extending the
earth connection. This distinction is important to new as well as seasoned users of the NEC.

In addition, a change of this magnitude cannot be made to only a portion of the Articles where the terms are used. No
proposal was made for not less than 47 of the Articles where the term Equipment Grounding Conductor is used.

Affirmative: 13  Negative: 3

DOBROWSKY, P.:  The term "equipment grounding conductor" needs to be replaced with "equipment bonding
conductor" throughout the NEC. Yes, the term equipment grounding conductor in Article 100 would need to be changed
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to the term equipment bonding conductor.
Some have argued that it is just a problem of education. Having the word "grounding" in a term describing conductor

that is used primarily for a bonding function is not a problem to be solved by education.
The use of the term "equipment grounding conductor" is confusing both for those new to the electrical industry and

even for some experienced users. The problem is compounded when dealing with other international standards.
No technical reason has been provided for not making the change. This conductor always provides a bonding function

but does not always provide a grounding function such as in the case of a portable generator installed as a separately
derived system.

MOHLA, D.:  The comment should have been accepted.

Those opposed to the proposed change have not considered the pertinent substantiation in the proposal 5-3.  In that
substantiation, it was pointed out that “bonding” and “grounding” have distinct and different meanings.  The Panel
recognizes that the present term, “equipment grounding conductor”, performs a bonding function.  However, the revised
definition of equipment grounding conductor in Proposal 5-14a indicates that the conductor is for the purpose of carrying
ground-fault current even though ground-fault current does not travel principally to ground but, rather, to the source.
Thus the use of the terms “equipment grounding conductor” and “ground fault current” erroneously imply that this fault
current is intended to flow to ground.  How wrong can we be!!  Section 250.4(A) (5) specifically prohibits considering the
ground as a viable path for current flow.

Additionally, there is a misconception that bonding equipment conductor to the grounded conductor will limit the voltage
at the fault location and make the equipment safe.  In fact, when fault current travels through the bonding conductor to
the source where the virtual connection to ground occurs, the voltage at the fault location (for a grounded system), with
respect to ground, is more than half of the supply voltage (voltage division due to the voltage drops in the supply
conductor impedance and the bonding conductor impedance).

An appropriate term for the present equipment grounding conductor is necessary but that term should reflect the
function of the conductor.  Why do we use the term “bonding jumper” or “supply side bonding jumper” when these
conductors are part of the same path from the faulted equipment to the source of the current?  To be consistent, should
not these jumpers be called “grounding” jumpers?

The Panel correctly questions that no safety connection has been documented.  Documentation of this type will never
be available since it would be rare for a connection of equipment to ground instead of to the source be identified as the
proximate cause of an injury.  Further, it would be rare to have data on the number of installations that are improperly
installed  - a condition that is difficult, but not impossible, for an inspector to identify.  We simply do not know the extent
of injuries that are waiting to happen due to improper bonding to ground instead of to the source.

The Panel indicated that it would be a “burden” on the electrical industry.  The burden is a documentation issue that
need not be corrected all at once.  As documents from UL, NEMA, IAEI, and others are revised, the appropriate terms
can then be updated.  The immediate effect would be in the training of electricians.  As pointed out in a previous
proposal substantiation, questions raised at inspectors' forums and at Code classes are a good indication that there are
many in the industry that do not fully understand the separate purposes of bonding and of grounding.  The Code Panel
members understand the distinction as do the large majority of qualified practitioners.  This proposed change will not
affect those that understand the principles of bonding and grounding but make it easier to understand for those who
need to learn the proper installation methods for a safer installation.

Changes in terminology were intentionally submitted only for Chapters 1 through 4.  Because the remaining chapters
are very specific for special, rather than general, installations, coordination with the new terminology should be made by
the appropriate Code Panels who have the expertise necessary to determine if “bonding” or “grounding” should be the
operative term.

WILLIAMS, D.:    The panel is gaining support for changing the term to bonding verses grounding. The concept of
changing the term equipment grounding conductor to equipment bonding conductor is the right thing to do for the
electrical industry. The terms in Article 250 should be reflected in their definition. We only ground (for the most part) at
the service and everything after the service is bonding back to the service to complete the effective ground-fault current
path. When people are explaining what an equipment grounding conductor does, you can’t explain it properly without
describing it as a bonding conductor. The definition should also include that the equipment bonding conductor provides
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the effective ground-fault current path for the feeder or branch circuit. I am voting for making the change to equipment
bonding conductor knowing there are additional changes needed in this definition. I do agree with the panel that at the
ROC stage is not the proper time to make all the changes necessary.

PORTER, C.:  I do not think replacing the term Equipment Grounding Conductor with the term Equipment Bonding
Conductor works because the new term would not reflect the function of limiting the voltage on equipment and materials
that the existing term has. I do believe the revised definition of the EGC does help to address some of the concern the
submitter has. The discussion about this grounding and bonding conductor deserves to continue in hopes of providing a
better term and a better understanding of the term.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-2     Log #1278  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Elliot Rappaport, Electro Technology Consultants

5-3
Accept proposal.

The Panel is correct in referencing 250.4(A) and (B).  250.4(A)(1) correctly defines system grounding.
250.4(A)(3), (4), and (5) are reasonable definitions for bonding although (3) and (4) are so similar that they might be
combined (not part of this proposal).  250.4(A)(2) erroneously implies that a connection to earth will “limit the voltage to
ground”.  Thus, it may be inferred by some, incorrectly, that connection to ground, per se, will make the system “safer”.

The term “equipment grounding conductor” has a definite purpose that is not uniquely expressed in the term, i.e. “bond
the equipment to a terminal at the source of voltage”.  As a result, there is a misconception that “grounding”, without
bonding to the source, will make a system safe.  On the contrary, connecting equipment to ground without providing the
bonding connection back to the source can make equipment less safe by increasing the time to clear the fault.

Since the “earth shall not be considered as an effective ground-fault path”, and the ground fault current must return to
the source to allow an overcurrent device to operate, the earth cannot and should not be depended upon to complete
the path to the source in order to trip the overcurrent device quickly.

Renaming this conductor as an “Equipment Bonding Conductor (EBC)” will clarify that the primary purpose of this
conductor is to bond to the source in order to provide a known path for ground fault current that will facilitate rapid fault
clearing.

It is recognized that the term “EGC” has been in use for a long time and that changing it to EBC will cause some
concerns including changing written literature that uses the EGC term. After the initial period of understanding, users will
correctly understand the purpose of this conductor and this will enhance the safety of personnel.

The fundamental purpose of this and companion proposals is to clearly state that “systems” are “grounded” and
“equipment” is “bonded”.  The fact that the bonding conductor may be grounded also is secondary to the primary
function of bonding.

See panel action and statement on Comment 5-1.

Affirmative: 13  Negative: 3

DOBROWSKY, P.:  See my negative ballot comment on 5-1.
MOHLA, D.:  See my explanation of negative vote on Comment 5-1.

WILLIAMS, D.:    See my negative vote substantiation written for Comment 5-1

PORTER, C.:    See my statement in comment 5-1.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-3     Log #535  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James E. Brunssen, Telecordia Technologies Inc. / Rep. Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions

(ATIS)
5-6

The proposed revised definition is incorrect in the preprint.  Revise to state:  “
An intentionally constructed, low-impedance electrically conductive path designed and

intended to carry current underground-fault under ground-fault conditions from the point of a ground fault on a wiring
system to the electrical supply source and that facilitates the operation of the overcurrent protective device or
ground-fault detectors.”

There was a typographical error in earlier versions of the Panel Action on this Proposal where the
phrase “under ground-fault” was inadvertently displayed as “underground-fault”.   See the comment on affirmative by T.
Bowmer.  The typo appears to have been corrected in the ROP but somehow found its way into the preprint .

This corrects an error in the ROP draft.  The panel action as documented in proposal 5-6 is correct.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-4     Log #687  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Christopher M. Jensen, North Logan City

5-8
Accept the proposal with the amended text:

A system intended to disconnect the electric circuit from the source of supply
when ground-fault current is detected between 30 to 50 milliamps. This protective system is intended to operate upon a
condition of excessive ground-fault leakage current from equipment, rather than minimize damage due to arcing faults in
services.

Because this new term would be used in more than 1 code article CMP I would be a more appropriate
panel to review this proposal.

This new definition is a companion proposal to change the term "Ground fault protection of Equipment" to "Equipment
ground fault protection" in NEC sections 426.28 and 427.22

UL has 2 distinct White Book categories for ground fault protection of equipment. Category (KDAX) covers Ground
fault protection of Equipment for compliance with 230.95 and 215.10 and the ground fault settings are between 1 and
1200 amperes. Category (DIYA) "Circuit Breakers with Equipment Ground Fault Protection" covers the requirements for
426.28 and 427.22. GFPE in 230.95 is designed to stop damaging arcs from high impedance ground faults that can
occur in 480 volt 1000 ampere equipment whereas Equipment ground fault protection from426.28 and 427.22 is
designed to detect and interrupt the supply to deicing and snow melting equipment due to leakage current that can
occur when the equipment's insulation breaks down over time.

This is a companion proposal to a change in term in 426.28 and 427.22.

The proposed new definition introduces a term “ground fault leakage current” that is not defined in
the NEC.  Equipment ground-fault protection can be higher or lower than the 30 to 50 mA proposed depending on
design and equipment capability.

Code users may use the current UL information for installations unique to ground fault protection of equipment
installations as required in 210.15, 230.95, 426.28 and 427.22.

Affirmative: 14  Negative: 2

MELLO, C.:    The submitter of the original proposal and the comment is correct that the ground fault device referenced
in Articles 426 and 427 is neither a “Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter” nor a “Ground Fault Protection for Equipment”
device.  Applying the definitions from Article 100, GFCI is for protection of people from shock hazards and GPFE is for
protection of major power service and distribution equipment from the damage associated with high current ground
faults, including arcing faults to ground.  GFPE is applied where the voltage exceeds 150 volts to ground and the circuit
size exceeds 1000 amps.  The devices referenced in Articles 426 and 427 are rated 15 or 20 amps for 120 or 240 Volt
applications and are for protection of specific equipment from excessive leakage, as measured in milli-amps to ground.
The construction, application and UL listings for each of these devices are different and therefore the Code should
recognize the difference.  These devices are listed under the UL Category Code DIYA, “Circuit Breakers with Equipment
Ground Fault Protection”, therefore the product name as proposed coincides with the product name used in the listing.

PORTER, C.:    The panel should have accepted this comment. It should be noted that the correct reference is 215.10,
and not 210.15.I disagree that the term Ground Fault Leakage Current is a new term that needs a definition. The term
leakage current is used in 440.2, 440.65, 516.10, 517.2, and the term ground-fault is also well understood. There is a
difference between the ground-fault protection of equipment that is required for Services and Feeder and what is
required for systems covered under Articles 426 and 427. Using the same term for both can be confusing and should
not rely on another source for clarity.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-5     Log #583  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Trevor N. Bowmer, Telcordia Technologies / Rep. Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions (ATIS)

5-17
Continue to reject this proposal as per Panel action.

The Panel acted correctly in rejecting the proposed action.  Including an undefined and vague term
such as “other systems” into a definition makes the code less clear.

Affirmative: 15  Negative: 1

PORTER, C.:    This comment should have been rejected. There is nothing in the definition nor in the requirements for
this device that limits it only the systems of 770, 800, 810, 820, or 830. There is also nothing to prevent a bus bar
meeting the requirements of 250.64(F)(3) from being used for these systems as well as the Service. If the device used
has the proper number of and size of terminations for any system required to be connected to the grounding electrode of
a structure it should be permitted to be used.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-6     Log #1060  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael J. Johnston, National Electrical Contractors Association

5-20
Continue to accept the proposal in principle and reword the definition for clarity and combine the

two sentences into one as follows:
Separately Derived System. A stand-alone electric supply system other than a service, or a system derived from a

power supply source other than a service, that has no direct electrical connections to the circuit conductors of that power
supply source other than those established by system grounding and bonding connections.

The proposed revisions do not improve clarity for the current definition. As revised by Proposal 5-20 the
definition would not be applicable to some systems that are separately derived. Referring to an entire premises wiring
system or portion thereof a “separately derived system” is inaccurate as the defined term and associated requirements
are really about the energy source and not what it eventually supplies.  Also, stand-alone separately derived systems
are not adequately covered by the current or proposed definition.  This comment is an attempt to build on the spirit and
intent of proposal 5-20.

Revise the definition to read as follows:
Separately Derived System.  An electrical source, other than a service, having no direct connection(s) to circuit

conductors of any other electrical source other than those established by grounding and bonding connections.

The proposed language was simplified.  It was also modified to be technically correct because
separately derived systems have direct connections to the conductors they supply.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-7     Log #1145  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Paul Dobrowsky, American Chemistry Council

5-27
The proposal should have been accepted.

The term Equipment Grounding Conductor needs to be replaced. Those opposed have no technical
reason for their opposition or any other valid reason. It is not worth the effort and everyone understands what is meant
are common responses.

It is very simple: Grounding electrode conductors are the connection to the earth and accomplish grounding. In the
present NEC, Equipment Grounding Conductors and bonding jumpers provide a "path back" to the source. Both are
always performing a bonding function. If the Grounding Electrode connection is removed or broken, the bonding function
remains intact.

Section 250.4 does not permit the earth (ground) to be used as an effective ground fault current path but the term
equipment grounding conductor inherently incorrectly contains the word "ground".

Visualize equipment supplied by a portable generator. The generator frame is not required to be connected to the
earth. The "green" wire in the flexible cord is not performing a grounding function but is performing a bonding function.

Visualize building one supplied by a service, having the grounded conductor connected to the grounding electrode
system by a grounding electrode conductor. A feeder supplies a second building and a grounding electrode conductor is
required for grounding any equipment in the second building. An equipment grounding conductor is required to be
installed from building 1 to building 2. Not for grounding, but for bonding, providing an effective fault current path.

Making this change has the added benefit of being more harmonized with other international standards and usage of
terminology.

Experienced NEC users have to ignore other concepts in other definitions and requirements to use the existing term.
This does not help the future NEC user or provide clarity in the existing NEC. Changing the term is the right thing to do
and should be supported.

See panel action and statement on Comment 5-1.

Affirmative: 13  Negative: 3

DOBROWSKY, P.:  See my negative ballot comment on 5-1.
MOHLA, D.:  See my explanation of negative vote on Comment 5-1.

WILLIAMS, D.:    See my negative vote substantiation written for Comment 5-1

PORTER, C.:      See my statement in comment 5-1.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-8     Log #1304  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James M. Imlah, Hillsboro, OR

1-178
Revise text to read as follows:

This article provides requirements for the following:
(1) Identification of terminals
(2) Grounded conductors in premises wiring systems
(3) Identification of grounded conductors
Informational Note No. 1: See Article 100 for definitions of and

Informational Note No. 2: See 250.26 for when a grounded conductor is a neutral conductor.
As noted in the negative comment there appears to be an inconsistency of the rejection of the new

informational Note 2 in 200.1 and the actions to accept the change in 250.26 NEC (ROP 5-77). The informational note is
important as 200.1 explains the scope of identification of a grounded conductor, and with the new Note 2 would clarify
how the grounded conductor is to be installed as permitted in 250.26. Even the handbook commentary tries to explain
the grounded conductor that may become a neutral conductor and conductor identification. This reference new Note 2 to
250.26 would enhance clarity, intent, and purpose for the AC systems. Please re-consider the action from reject as to
accept the proposal as submitted.

The correct reference is to proposal 5-26.
The addition of a reference to 250.26 is not needed.  Whether a grounded conductor is a neutral or not is not relevant to

the requirements of Article 200.

Affirmative: 15  Negative: 1

MELLO, C.:    The panel should have accepted the added informational note.  The actions taken at the ROP stage on
Proposal 5-77, not revised at the ROC stage, confirm the use of the term “neutral” in 250.26 for those systems having a
neutral meeting the definitions in Article 100 of these terms.  This is different than the broader “grounded conductor”.
The panel statement is incorrect in stating that the conductor being a “grounded conductor” or a “neutral” is not relevant
to the requirements in Article 200.  The action taken by the panel on Comment 5-10 now utilizes the term “neutral” in the
title of 200.4 as well as the requirements so why is the term “neutral” not relevant?  The scope in 200.1 should be clear
that for the purposes of Article 200 both “grounded conductors” and “neutral conductors” are included within the overall
scope of Article 200.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-9     Log #1322  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

5-28
Revise text to read as follows:

The grounded conductor, if insulated, shall have insulation that is (1) suitable, other than color, for any
ungrounded conductor of the same circuit for systems of 1000 volts or less, or impedance grounded neutral systems of
over 1000 volts, or (2) rated not less than 600 volts for solidly grounded neutral systems of over 1000 volts as described
in 250.184(A).

The reword is simpler, removes the insulation value inversion between 601 and 999 volts. It also
matches the rules found in 250 II and X.

This comment changes requirements without technical substantiation. There are distinctly different
insulation requirements for 1000 Volt and below systems and those systems over 1000 Volts.  The changes as accepted
by the panel bring clarity and note the different requirements at the 1000 Volts change over point.  The substantiation is
incorrect that a void exists between 601 and 999 Volts.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-10     Log #280  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Code-Making Panel 2,

5-29
Continue to Accept in Principle but add the following text to the Exception:

“or if the conductors are identified at their terminations with numbered wire markers corresponding to the appropriate
circuit number.”

This additional text correlates the requirement with the action taken by CMP 2 on Proposal 2-19.
This comment was developed by a CMP-2 Task Group and balloted through the entire panel with the following ballot
results:
11 Eligible to vote

7 Affirmative (See voting comments below)
3 Negative (See voting comments below)
1 Ballot Not Returned (R.E. Duren)
AFFIRMATIVE:
M.R. Hilbert:  Although I do not agree with Proposal 5-29 in general, I voted with the panel as the “accept in principle”

recommendation will at least allow recognition of other methods of circuit identification such as the long standing
200.6(D).

The grouping requirement in 210.4(D) is for a specific application at the point of supply where it is necessary to be able
to identify the ungrounded conductors and associated neutral of a multi-wire circuit for safe disconnection.   However,
expanding the grouping requirements as proposed in 5-29 is overly restrictive, will be difficult to enforce and seems to
be without good substantiation.

I do not agree that without the proposed language one would be in violation of 200.4 as stated in the substantiation.
Section 200.4 states that a neutral conductor cannot be used for more than one branch circuit, multi-wire branch circuit
or one set of feeder conductors unless permitted elsewhere in the Code.  This section does not contain any grouping
requirements and there was no other substantiation provided to justify the changes.  In fact the neutral bus referred to in
the substantiation is often located at the point of supply of the branch circuit which is already addressed by 210.4(D).

The proposed changes will be difficult for the enforcement community as all junction and splice points where there are
multiple circuits with neutrals would have to be open for inspection of the grouping requirements and then an additional
inspection will be required to assure all covers are in place.  This will be extremely challenging where suspended
ceilings are involved as it is common for the ceiling contractor to be on site waiting for the ceiling to be passed by the
electrical inspector so he can drop tiles.

NEGATIVE:
F. COLUCCIO: Although not prohibited, the identification of conductors in multiwire branch circuits, to the extent

recommended by the submitter, would be overly excessive for most installers.  The requirements in 210.4(B) and (D)
are sufficient to provide reasonable assurances that a multiwire branch circuit is present and proper connection is
achieved.

D.M. King:  Proposal 5-29: Continue to accept this proposal in principal.  I disagree with the Panel action text.
Identification at termination points alone should not be considered an effective means to replace grouping of conductors
of a multiwire branch circuit.  Positive identification of all conductors of a multi-wire branch circuit is critical to the safety
of qualified persons who service these circuits and grouping provides a secure physical means of this identification that
should not be compromised by less effective alternative methods.

R.G. Wilkinson:  Too restrictive.  Initial installation addresses grouping.

Revise 200.4 as follows:
Neutral conductors shall be installed in accordance with (A) and (B).

Neutral conductors shall not be used for more than one branch circuit, for more than one multiwire
branch circuit, or for more than one set of ungrounded feeder conductors unless specifically permitted elsewhere in this
Code.

If more than one neutral conductor associated with different circuits is in an enclosure, grounded
circuit conductors of each circuit shall be identified or grouped to correspond with the ungrounded circuit conductor(s) by
wire markers, cable ties, or similar means in at least one location within the enclosure.
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The requirement for grouping or identifying shall not apply if the branch circuit or feeder conductors enter

from a cable or a raceway unique to the circuit that makes the grouping obvious.
The requirement for grouping or identifying shall not apply where branch circuit conductors pass though a

box or conduit body without a loop as described in 314.16(B)(1) or without a splice or termination.

The concept for identifying the conductors with wire markers was incorporated into the positive text
of 200.4 (B).  Exception 2 was added to allow conductors to be pulled through a box without grouping or identification.
Where no loop or coil (as provided in 314.16(B)(1)) is left for splices it is not necessary to group the circuit conductors.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-11     Log #938  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

5-29
Revise text to read as follows:

Where more than one neutral conductor associated with different
circuits is in an enclosure, the ungrounded and grounded circuit conductors of each circuit shall be grouped by cable ties
or similar means in at least one location within the enclosure.

The exception text is copied from 210.4(D) Exception: and since both exceptions describe the treatment
of the same conductors treated as a circuit, the exception text should match.

See panel action and statement on Comment 5-10.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-12     Log #90  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

5-42
The Correlating Committee directs that the panel clarify the panel action on this proposal relative to

the Informational Note with conductor sizes “18 AWG through 4/0 AWG."
This action will be considered as a public comment.

This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance
with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

See panel action and statement on Comment 5-56.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-13     Log #1146  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Paul Dobrowsky, American Chemistry Council

5-44
The proposal should have been accepted.

The term Equipment Grounding Conductor needs to be replaced. Those opposed have no technical
reason for their opposition or any other valid reason. It is not worth the effort and everyone understands what is meant
are common responses.

It is very simple: Grounding electrode conductors are the connection to the earth and accomplish grounding. In the
present NEC, Equipment Grounding Conductors and bonding jumpers provide a "path back" to the source. Both are
always performing a bonding function. If the Grounding Electrode connection is removed or broken, the bonding function
remains intact.

Section 250.4 does not permit the earth (ground) to be used as an effective ground fault current path but the term
equipment grounding conductor inherently incorrectly contains the word "ground".

Visualize equipment supplied by a portable generator. The generator frame is not required to be connected to the
earth. The "green" wire in the flexible cord is not performing a grounding function but is performing a bonding function.

Visualize building one supplied by a service, having the grounded conductor connected to the grounding electrode
system by a grounding electrode conductor. A feeder supplies a second building and a grounding electrode conductor is
required for grounding any equipment in the second building. An equipment grounding conductor is required to be
installed from building 1 to building 2. Not for grounding, but for bonding, providing an effective fault current path.

Making this change has the added benefit of being more harmonized with other international standards and usage of
terminology.

Experienced NEC users have to ignore other concepts in other definitions and requirements to use the existing term.
This does not help the future NEC user or provide clarity in the existing NEC. Changing the term is the right thing to do
and should be supported.

See panel action and statement on Comment 5-1.

Affirmative: 13  Negative: 3

DOBROWSKY, P.:  See my negative ballot comment on 5-1.
MOHLA, D.:  See my explanation of negative vote on Comment 5-1.
WILLIAMS, D.:    See my negative vote substantiation written for Comment 5-1

PORTER, C.:      See my statement in comment 5-1.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-14     Log #532  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

5-46
Revise text to read as follows:

An intentionally constructed, low-impedance electrically conductive path
designed and intended to carry current under ground-fault conditions from the point of a ground fault on a wiring system
to the electrical supply source and that facilitates the operation of the overcurrent protective device or ground-fault
detectors.

An intentionally constructed, low-impedance electrically conductive path
designed and intended to carry current under ground-fault conditions from the point of a ground fault on a wiring system
to the electrical supply source and that facilitates the operation of the overcurrent protective device or ground-fault
detectors.

In 100 insert a space between and t
In 250 delete the definition. 100 definitions apply to 250. Duplicating the definition – word-for-word – serves no purpose.

The action on Proposal 5-46 is correct in the ROP.  The panel action in the proposal stage was to
revise this definition and to relocate it to Article 100.  To clarify, the panel action is to remove this definition from 250.2
and the definition as revised is to remain in Article 100.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-15     Log #1147  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Paul Dobrowsky, American Chemistry Council

5-49
The proposal should have been accepted.

The term Equipment Grounding Conductor needs to be replaced. Those opposed have no technical
reason for their opposition or any other valid reason. It is not worth the effort and everyone understands what is meant
are common responses.

It is very simple: Grounding electrode conductors are the connection to the earth and accomplish grounding. In the
present NEC, Equipment Grounding Conductors and bonding jumpers provide a "path back" to the source. Both are
always performing a bonding function. If the Grounding Electrode connection is removed or broken, the bonding function
remains intact.

Section 250.4 does not permit the earth (ground) to be used as an effective ground fault current path but the term
equipment grounding conductor inherently incorrectly contains the word "ground".

Visualize equipment supplied by a portable generator. The generator frame is not required to be connected to the
earth. The "green" wire in the flexible cord is not performing a grounding function but is performing a bonding function.

Visualize building one supplied by a service, having the grounded conductor connected to the grounding electrode
system by a grounding electrode conductor. A feeder supplies a second building and a grounding electrode conductor is
required for grounding any equipment in the second building. An equipment grounding conductor is required to be
installed from building 1 to building 2. Not for grounding, but for bonding, providing an effective fault current path.

Making this change has the added benefit of being more harmonized with other international standards and usage of
terminology.

Experienced NEC users have to ignore other concepts in other definitions and requirements to use the existing term.
This does not help the future NEC user or provide clarity in the existing NEC. Changing the term is the right thing to do
and should be supported.

See panel action and statement on Comment 5-1.

Affirmative: 13  Negative: 3

DOBROWSKY, P.:  See my negative ballot comment on 5-1.
MOHLA, D.:  The comment should be accepted.

The Panel Comment is not applicable to Proposal 5-49.  The Proposal merely separates the functions of grounding of
systems from bonding of equipment.  It is here where the User of the Code is directed to the idea that grounding of
equipment will make equipment safer.  The paragraph to be deleted indicates that grounding of non-current-carrying
materials will “limit the voltage to ground”.  That this is not true is evident when one considers the voltage drop along the
“grounded” “equipment grounding conductor” during a fault.  Because the bonding conductor, per Table 250.122, is
substantially smaller than the phase conductor, most of the voltage drop, during a fault, occurs across the “bonding”
conductor.  Thus the voltage at the faulted material is elevated to near the supply voltage with respect to ground and not
to ground or earth potential. The installation is “safer” due to faster operation of overcurrent device because this bonding
conductor is an intentionally constructed, low-impedance electrically conductive path designed and intended to carry
current under fault conditions from the point of a fault on a wiring system to the electrical supply source and that
facilitates the operation of the overcurrent protective device. This is the primary purpose of this conductor and calling it
an equipment bonding conductor will convey its primary purpose

Deleting this section and using the deletion as a teaching tool will go a long way to making it clear to the users of the
National Electrical Code as to why it is necessary and essential we bond equipment to the source rather than ground it.

WILLIAMS, D.:    See my negative vote substantiation written for Comment 5-1

PORTER, C.:      See my statement in comment 5-1.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-16     Log #1148  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Paul Dobrowsky, American Chemistry Council

5-52
The proposal should have been accepted.

The term Equipment Grounding Conductor needs to be replaced. Those opposed have no technical
reason for their opposition or any other valid reason. It is not worth the effort and everyone understands what is meant
are common responses.

It is very simple: Grounding electrode conductors are the connection to the earth and accomplish grounding. In the
present NEC, Equipment Grounding Conductors and bonding jumpers provide a "path back" to the source. Both are
always performing a bonding function. If the Grounding Electrode connection is removed or broken, the bonding function
remains intact.

Section 250.4 does not permit the earth (ground) to be used as an effective ground fault current path but the term
equipment grounding conductor inherently incorrectly contains the word "ground".

Visualize equipment supplied by a portable generator. The generator frame is not required to be connected to the
earth. The "green" wire in the flexible cord is not performing a grounding function but is performing a bonding function.

Visualize building one supplied by a service, having the grounded conductor connected to the grounding electrode
system by a grounding electrode conductor. A feeder supplies a second building and a grounding electrode conductor is
required for grounding any equipment in the second building. An equipment grounding conductor is required to be
installed from building 1 to building 2. Not for grounding, but for bonding, providing an effective fault current path.

Making this change has the added benefit of being more harmonized with other international standards and usage of
terminology.

Experienced NEC users have to ignore other concepts in other definitions and requirements to use the existing term.
This does not help the future NEC user or provide clarity in the existing NEC. Changing the term is the right thing to do
and should be supported.

See panel action and statement on Comment 5-1.

Affirmative: 13  Negative: 3

DOBROWSKY, P.:  See my negative ballot comment on 5-1.
MOHLA, D.:  See my explanation of negative vote on Comment 5-1.
WILLIAMS, D.:    See my negative vote substantiation written for Comment 5-1

PORTER, C.:      See my statement in comment 5-1.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-17     Log #1149  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Paul Dobrowsky, American Chemistry Council

5-54
The proposal should have been accepted.

The term Equipment Grounding Conductor needs to be replaced. Those opposed have no technical
reason for their opposition or any other valid reason. It is not worth the effort and everyone understands what is meant
are common responses.

It is very simple: Grounding electrode conductors are the connection to the earth and accomplish grounding. In the
present NEC, Equipment Grounding Conductors and bonding jumpers provide a "path back" to the source. Both are
always performing a bonding function. If the Grounding Electrode connection is removed or broken, the bonding function
remains intact.

Section 250.4 does not permit the earth (ground) to be used as an effective ground fault current path but the term
equipment grounding conductor inherently incorrectly contains the word "ground".

Visualize equipment supplied by a portable generator. The generator frame is not required to be connected to the
earth. The "green" wire in the flexible cord is not performing a grounding function but is performing a bonding function.

Visualize building one supplied by a service, having the grounded conductor connected to the grounding electrode
system by a grounding electrode conductor. A feeder supplies a second building and a grounding electrode conductor is
required for grounding any equipment in the second building. An equipment grounding conductor is required to be
installed from building 1 to building 2. Not for grounding, but for bonding, providing an effective fault current path.

Making this change has the added benefit of being more harmonized with other international standards and usage of
terminology.

Experienced NEC users have to ignore other concepts in other definitions and requirements to use the existing term.
This does not help the future NEC user or provide clarity in the existing NEC. Changing the term is the right thing to do
and should be supported.

See panel action and statement on Comment 5-1.

Affirmative: 13  Negative: 3

DOBROWSKY, P.:  See my negative ballot comment on 5-1.
MOHLA, D.:  See my explanation of negative vote on Comment 5-1.
WILLIAMS, D.:    See my negative vote substantiation written for Comment 5-1

PORTER, C.:      See my statement in comment 5-1.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-18     Log #1125  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Phil Simmons, Copper Development Association, Inc.

5-72
Accept the Proposal.

The general requirement in 250.24(A)(1) is that the grounding electrode conductor be connected to the
grounded conductor at any accessible location on the load side of the service drop or service lateral up to the terminal
bar in the service equipment. Making a connection on the load side of the neutral terminal bar is in essence a violation
of 250.64(C) as it would constitute a splice in the grounding electrode conductor.

Section 250.24(A)(4) acts as an exception to the general requirement for where the grounding electrode connection is
required to be made but is permitted only if the main bonding jumper is a wire or a bus bar. The grounding electrode
conductor is required to be connected directly to the grounded service conductor at the service equipment if the main
bonding jumper is a screw or strap.

The connection of the grounding electrode conductor to the equipment grounding terminal bar is
permitted where there is a properly installed wire or bus main bonding jumper.  The main bonding jumper is required to
be connected to the grounded conductor (neutral) on the supply side of the neutral disconnect link that is the point
defining the supply or load side of the neutral bus.  The option connection of the grounding electrode conductor has
been in the NEC since the 1981 edition.  The change made then as new exception 5 to 250-23 has not been
substantially changed since that time.  There has been no evidence of failures or of unsafe conditions from the
application of this optional connection.  As for the equipment grounding bar possibly being undersized, 408.3 and
409.60 both specifically state the equipment grounding bar is to be sized per Table 250.122 while the grounded
conductor and grounding electrode conductor are sized to Table 250.66, so the installation in question is actually in
accordance with Code provisions.  An analysis of actual construction, considering standard bus bar sizes, has been
completed and in no case would the equipment grounding busbar in a dead front switchboard be sized smaller than the
required grounding electrode conductor.

***Insert Table Here***

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-19     Log #273  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Code-Making Panel 12,

5-78
No change to the current NEC is required.  Continue to Reject the proposal.

NEC Code-Making Panel 12 agrees with Code-Making Panel 5 on the Rejection of Proposal 5-78.
The submitter’s substantiation for the proposal is incorrect because the current language in 250.26(2) correlates with the
language of 647.3, 647.6, 250.30, and the definitions in Article 100 of “Neutral Conductor” and “Grounded Conductor.”

This comment was developed by the CMP-12 Chair and balloted through the entire panel with the following ballot
results:

18 Eligible to vote
14 Affirmative
4 Ballots Not Returned (K.M. Cunningham, A.E. Schlueter, Jr., R.G. Ward, and K. White)

The following Affirmative Comments on Vote were received:
T.R. Brown:  It is understood that the technical equipment ground is a noncurrent carrying part during normal

operation.  It is also understood that the center tap of the secondary winding of the supply transformer for sensitive
electronic equipment supply is to be grounded in accordance with 250.30.

J.L. HOLMES:  Continue to Reject this Proposal.  90.3 of the NEC states that Chapter 6 will supplement or modify
Chapters 1-4.  The reference in 647.6(A) does that.  The addition to 250.26 is not needed.

R.E. JOHNSON:  There is no problem calling the center tab a neutral even though it has no other function than as a
ground point.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-20     Log #997  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

Revise text to read as follows:

Main bonding jumpers and system bonding jumpers shall not be smaller than specified in Table
250.102(C) .

The grounded conductor shall not be smaller than specified in Table 250.102(C) .

Metallic components shall be encased by at least 50 mm (2 in.) of concrete and shall be located horizontally
within that portion of a concrete foundation or footing that is in direct contact with the earth or within vertical foundations
or structural components or members that are in direct contact with the earth.

Each plate electrode shall expose not less than 0.186 m2 (2 ft2) of surface to exterior soil.
Electrodes
of bare or conductively electrically conductive coated iron or steel plates shall be at least 6.4 mm (1/4 in.) in thickness.

Grounding electrode conductors smaller than 6 AWG shall be protected in (RMC), IMC, PVC , RTRC, (EMT), or cable
armor.

250.28(D)(1) delete space between (C) and period
250.30(A)(3)(a) delete space between (C) and period
250.52(A)(3) <para 2> delete space between wi and thin
250.52(A)(7) use the same terminology for the same thing (see 250.52(A)(3)(1))
250.64(B) delete parens in this sentence, delete space between PVC and comma

Revise 250.52(A)(7) to read as follows:
Each plate electrode shall expose not less than 0.186 m2 (2 ft2) of surface to exterior soil.

Electrodes of bare or electrically conductive coated iron or steel plates shall be at least 6.4 mm (1/4 in.) in thickness.
The panel accepts the change to 250.52(A)(7).  The panel rejects the rest of the proposed changes

which are from errors in ROP draft.  The ROP text is correct.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-21     Log #1126  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Phil Simmons, Copper Development Association, Inc.

5-79
Continue to Reject the Proposal.

The submitter has failed to provide sufficient technical justification for the Proposal. A fact finding
report that demonstrates that this product is suitable for the proposed application has not been provided. There is no
indication how one would determine whether the conductor is 30% or 40% conductivity material. In addition, there is no
indication that terminals on equipment are designed, tested and suitable for terminating copper-clad steel conductors.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-22     Log #1127  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Phil Simmons, Copper Development Association, Inc.

5-80
Continue to Reject the Proposal.

The submitter has failed to provide sufficient technical justification for the Proposal. A fact finding
report that demonstrates that this product is suitable for the proposed application has not been provided. There is no
indication how one would determine whether the conductor is 30% or 40% conductivity material. In addition, there is no
indication that terminals on equipment are designed, tested and suitable for terminating copper-clad steel conductors.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-23     Log #252  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Raymond J. Dezik, 400 Hz Repair

5-81
We ask that the secondary of the transformer be allowed to have the neutral tied to ground through

a capacitor, thus preventing arc when static grounding.
A feeding transformer feeding an aircraft has to be grounded as stated in Section 350.30.  This

conflicts with the 400 Hz system when they ground the aircraft separately.  That second ground carries neutral current
and causes and arc when connecting or disconnecting that static ground.   We ask that the secondary of the transformer
be allowed to have the neutral tied to ground through a capacitor, thus preventing arc when static grounding.  This
prevents the arc and offers other protection.  Boeing has been implanting this procedure for 30 years.

The submitted comment provides no specific text on how the proposed addition should be written as
required by 4.4.5(c) of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-24     Log #1128  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Phil Simmons, Copper Development Association, Inc.

5-89
Accept the Proposal.

The general requirement in 250.30(A)(5) is that the grounding electrode conductor be connected to the
grounded conductor of the separately derived system had the same point the system bonding jumper is connected to
the system. Making a connection on the load side of the system bonding jumper connection to the separately derived
system is in essence a violation of 250.64(C) as it would constitute a splice in the grounding electrode conductor.

The exception to the general requirement for where the grounding electrode connection is required to be made is
permitted only if the system bonding jumper is a wire or a bus bar. The grounding electrode conductor is required to be
connected directly to the grounded conductor of the separately derived system if the system bonding jumper is a screw
or strap.

See panel action and statement on Comment 5-18.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-25     Log #1150  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Paul Dobrowsky, American Chemistry Council

5-94
The proposal should have been accepted.

The term Equipment Grounding Conductor needs to be replaced. Those opposed have no technical
reason for their opposition or any other valid reason. It is not worth the effort and everyone understands what is meant
are common responses.

It is very simple: Grounding electrode conductors are the connection to the earth and accomplish grounding. In the
present NEC, Equipment Grounding Conductors and bonding jumpers provide a "path back" to the source. Both are
always performing a bonding function. If the Grounding Electrode connection is removed or broken, the bonding function
remains intact.

Section 250.4 does not permit the earth (ground) to be used as an effective ground fault current path but the term
equipment grounding conductor inherently incorrectly contains the word "ground".

Visualize equipment supplied by a portable generator. The generator frame is not required to be connected to the
earth. The "green" wire in the flexible cord is not performing a grounding function but is performing a bonding function.

Visualize building one supplied by a service, having the grounded conductor connected to the grounding electrode
system by a grounding electrode conductor. A feeder supplies a second building and a grounding electrode conductor is
required for grounding any equipment in the second building. An equipment grounding conductor is required to be
installed from building 1 to building 2. Not for grounding, but for bonding, providing an effective fault current path.

Making this change has the added benefit of being more harmonized with other international standards and usage of
terminology.

Experienced NEC users have to ignore other concepts in other definitions and requirements to use the existing term.
This does not help the future NEC user or provide clarity in the existing NEC. Changing the term is the right thing to do
and should be supported.

See panel action and statement on Comment 5-1.

Affirmative: 14  Negative: 2

DOBROWSKY, P.:  See my negative ballot comment on 5-1.
WILLIAMS, D.:    See my negative vote substantiation written for Comment 5-1

PORTER, C.:      See my statement in comment 5-1.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-26     Log #1300  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James Jongkind, American Honda Motor Co., Inc.

5-95
Please reject the proposal.

Most of the portable generators that Honda has sold for the past 40 years are of the floating neutral
design and are used safely everyday by millions of consumers. To require that all newly produced portable generators
be bonded is not only unjustified by the lack of incident data, but it would also introduce a safety risk where one did not
previously exist. The output on these floating neutral generators is isolated so there is no path back to the source
through which users can be shocked. This is a well established and proven safety strategy for this type of product and
should not be arbitrarily eliminated.

Affirmative: 12  Negative: 4

BRENDER, D.:  The Comment should have been rejected. The text in 250.34(C) of the present and many previous
editions of the NEC have required the conductor that is required to be grounded in 250.26 to be bonded to the generator
frame. This is not a new requirement.
Confusion may have existed in the past by not recognizing that stand-alone portable and vehicle-mounted generators
are a separately derived system. The generator may be connected as a separately derived system or a non-separately
derived system when connecting to a premises wiring system.
A path for ground-fault current to return to the source does not exist if the grounded conductor is not bonded to the
frame to complete the circuit to the equipment grounding conductor. This is an unsafe practice for “floating neutral”
generator systems.

DOBROWSKY, P.:  Section 250.34 was revised based on proposal 5-95 to improve the clarity and usability - not for
making any technical changes. At the comment meeting CMP 5 accepted comments to reject the proposal - based on
technical reasons. Generator manufacturers and others did not want to bond the grounded conductor to the generator
frame. But that is not a new requirement.
The result of rejecting proposal 5-95 now causes the language to revert back to that of the 2011 NEC. Section

250.34(C) of the 2011 NEC requires that generators connected as separately derived systems have any required
grounded conductors connected to the generator frame.
The concern is that that the commenters now believe that bonding is not required when it is if the generator is used as a

separately derived system described in 250.34(C).
MELLO, C.:    The panel should have rejected the comment.  Proposal 5-95 reorganized requirements that have been

in the NEC for well over 40 years.  No new requirements were created as incorrectly stated in the various
substantiations in Comments 5-26 to 5-32.  The fact that some manufacturers have produced a product that does not
comply with minimum adopted safety standard is not just cause to reverse the requirement.  It was interesting to note
that these same manufacturers produce a Code compliant product for the construction industry to meet NEC section
590.6.  No independently corroborated evidence was provided to back-up the statements in the substantiation that a
floating neutral generator is “safe” or “safer” than ones with a bonded neutral in compliance with present Code.
The real issue seems to be that these manufacturers want to produce a single product that can serve two functions that

may be mutually exclusive.  As a stand-alone system the bonding of the neutral provides for a low impedance path for
any ground fault current from utilization equipment to return to the source and cause the overcurrent device to trip
meeting the performance requirements of 250.4(A).  The other use is to supply alternate power for a building or
structure in the event of a normal service power outage.  With the bonded neutral configuration this would require a
transfer switch that switches the neutral to correctly maintain the generator as a separately derived system.  The
argument that there are not transfer switches to accomplish this is incorrect.  There are many manufacturers that
produce listed 3 pole automatic transfer switches rated as low as 50 Amps.  .  While most of the automatic transfer
switches are set up for 3-phase type systems, these same manufacturers have alternate control packages for single
phase use that could be employed.  Other manufacturers produce 3-pole manual transfer switches that would also meet
the needs
In addition to be in violation of section 250.34(C) of the present Code, these generators are in violation of section

250.20(B)(1) where it is required that any AC energy source that can be “grounded” so the voltage from any ungrounded
conductor to ground does not exceed 150 Volts shall be grounded.  There is no exception there for portable generators.
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What 250.34 allows specifically for portable and vehicle mounted generators is not to have to be connected to one of the
grounding electrodes specified in Part III of Article 250.  For this application the generator frame serves as the reference
point.
If the premise that a floating neutral is safe for these portable generators up to 15 KW, then why is it unsafe to have a

floating neutral any a 15 KVA 240/120 Volt transformer in a building?  Following the premise in the substantiation, then
3-prong receptacles and 3-conductor cords are not necessary from portable and vehicle mounted generators to
utilization equipment.  If the substantiation is to be believed, then 2-prong receptacles and 2-conductor cords are “safer”.
Lastly, section 250.34 applies to all portable and vehicle mounted generators with ratings up to and including 1000 KW,

or more, and voltages from the 120 Volts or 240/120 Volts, being discussed in the substantiation, 480/277 Volts and
even up to medium voltage systems.  To blanket allow any of these generators to now have a floating neutral to satisfy a
specific small group of manufactures was not substantiated.

WILLIAMS, D.:    The requirement to bond the neutral to the generator was required before the changes made to this
section and the actions of the panel does not change that requirement.

HARDING, J.:  Although Proposal 5-95 was accepted at the ROP stage, it became apparent during the ROC meeting
that many panel members were unaware of the full implications of the proposal and the major disruption it will cause to
industry, since 50% of the portable generators sold in the U.S.A. annually would have to change in design for no
demonstrated safety reason. Instead, there is the potential to create negative safety implications. Most panel members
agreed and therefore accepted this comment to reject the original proposal. It is clear that there is no consensus on this
issue within CMP-5. This issue should therefore be resolved during the next code cycle.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-27     Log #1464  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael O. Flegel, Reliance Controls Corporation

5-95
Reject the proposal.

There has been no substantiation of a safety problem even though both floating neutral and bonded
neutral generators are being used safely every day in many applications.
Floating-neutral generators in stand-alone use allow a level of safety from ground faults through isolation of the electrical
system from ground where bonded neutral generators take one step closer to ground faults by connecting an electrical
conductor to the generator frame. Floating neutral generators have a proven safety record and should not be eliminated
just because they do not duplicate a utility premises wiring system. Utility systems have to be bonded and grounded for
reasons that do not apply to most portable generators applications. Further, floating-neutral generators are allowed to be
part of a non-separately derived system in other parts of the code and represent the best and most popular way to
connect generator power to a premises wiring system. It is by far the most widely used method in practice today with no
reported safety issues.

Our company manufactures manual transfer switches for use with portable generators for both separately and
non-separately derived systems. In the last twelve months, 99.5% of our unit sales have been for non-separately
derived systems and .5% for separately derived systems. We are in most major retailers so our market share is very
representative of the total market so these percentages are a good estimate of the market as a whole and backs up my
statement as to how wide spread the use of non-separately derived systems are. The installed base is very similar so
when a person replaces his floating neutral generator with a bonded neutral generator, he may also have to install a
different transfer switch. This could be justified if it was proven that non-separately derived systems are unsafe but they
are not. They have been around as long as the code has allowed them, which is before I can remember. Does the panel
think users would install a new transfer switch or would they modify the installation to make it work but then not comply
with the NEC?

So let’s talk about a real safety issue, getting people to use a transfer switch as required by the NEC instead of back
feeding which is extremely dangerous and has many reported injuries and deaths. Based on published sales of portable
generators and knowing our transfer switch sales and market share, I know many
applications do not use a transfer switch. We know that back-feeding is a problem and requiring a product that is more
expensive to purchase and install because it has to switch the neutral conductor will make this situation worse.

UL is driven to have this change made because they are unhappy with the team of experts they have put together to
develop a national portable generator standard. This panel, STP2201, has told them there is nothing unsafe about
floating neutral generators, either in stand-alone use or when connected to a premises wiring system. UL disagrees but
offers no proof except through misinterpretations of the NEC. They want to get the code changed to persuade the panel
they are wrong. As a matter of fact, a senior UL executive was not even aware that floating-neutral generators were
being made when in fact it represents 50% of portable generator sales according to the Portable Generator
Manufacturers Association (PGMA). If the panel examines past practices and the electrical safety records, you will find
that there is no need to make this change. Why put an entire industry in turmoil for no sound reason especially when
there are technical arguments supporting current practices?

The panel does not agree with the entire substantiation.

Affirmative: 12  Negative: 4

BRENDER, D.:  See my statement in Comment 5-26.
DOBROWSKY, P.:  See my negative ballot comment on 5-26.
MELLO, C.:    See my statement on Comment 5-26
WILLIAMS, D.:    See my negative vote substantiation written for Comment 5-26

HARDING, J.:  See My Affirmative with Comment on 5-26.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-28     Log #1495  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jeff Baldwin, JPB Design and Engineering LLC

5-95
Please reject this proposal.

When a generator, portable or otherwise, is used as a standby power source it is allowed by article 702
of the NEC to be installed as a non-separately derived system.  In a non-separately derived system, the generator
cannot have a neutral that is bonded to the frame (Article 702).  The bonding is done at the household service entrance.
A bond at the generator would create multiple bonding points.  Non-separately derived is currently the second most
common method of connecting a generator to a residence for standby power.  (Back feeding is number one.)
Non-separately derived installation is popular because it is simple, safe, and can be done with low-cost commercially
available products that are UL-Listed.

A generator with a neutral that is bonded to the frame must be installed as a separately derived system (Article 702).
This is a much more complicated installation that requires expensive switches (3-pole instead of 2-pole) that are not
currently available at major homecenters.  The resulting separately derived installation with a bonded generator is no
safer than a non-separately derived system with an unbonded generator.  Both these installation methods are allowed
by the NEC, and both bonded and unbonded generators are currently available commercially.  This should be
continued.

Affirmative: 12  Negative: 4

BRENDER, D.:  See my Statement in Comment 5-26. Article 702 does not regulate whether a generator is connected
as a separately derived or non-separately derived system. This is usually a choice to be made by the installer

DOBROWSKY, P.:  See my negative ballot comment on 5-26.
MELLO, C.:    See my statement on Comment 5-26
WILLIAMS, D.:    See my negative vote substantiation written for Comment 5-26

HARDING, J.:  See My Affirmative with Comment on 5-26.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-29     Log #952  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard E. Loyd, Sun Lakes, AZ

5-95
This action should be rejected.

I agree with the negative voting comments of Steinman and Harding on proposal 5-95. There has been
no substantiation of a safety problem even though both the floating neutral and the bonded types of generators are
being used every day in many applications. Based on the ECOA/IBEW study both types can be safe or not so safe
based on the conditions of use.

Placing the GFCI nearest to likely fault (tool or personnel) and using double insulated tools provides the greatest
safety. Nothing in the study indicates the bonded type is safer.

In 1997 the construction safety association of Ontario (ECAO)  in conjunction with the IBEW, with the assistance of
Kubota Canada completed a in-depth study on the use of GFCIs on portable generators. They tested both types the
following are the analysis and conclusions of that study:

It is clear that when generators of the floating-neutral or bonded-neutral type sit on dry surfaces in dry
environments, they behave similarly In both cases, the GFCIs failed to trip In addition, the reading of little or no current
on the multimeter indicated that there was not enough electricity leaking to ground to constitute a hazard In both cases,
the GFCI did not trip when there was only one ground fault in the system. When effective grounding was established,
GFCIs performed as expected Testing also proved that wet surfaces can create grounding for bonded-neutral
generators When a bonded-neutral generator was placed on wet ground, the GFCI tripped under the prescribed current
leakage
However, testing also showed that grounding can vary from one place to another, even when both are relatively close In
one test, a variation in ground elevation yielded different results When the screwdriver was inserted in wet ground, the
GFCI tripped When the screwdriver was moved 100 feet to a slope that had better drainage, the GFCI did not trip

The second series of tests showed that the placement of the GFCI in the circuit is critical to a floating-neutral system.
When the GFCI was plugged directly to the generator, the GFCI failed to detect any imbalance in the current As a

result, it did not trip even when the current leak reached a higher than acceptable level When the GFCI was placed at
the tool, however, it tripped at the prescribed level

Since the GFCI test button functioned regardless of the generator's grounding property, GFCI test
buttons cannot and should not be used to test the effectiveness of GFCIs as personnel protection or the grounding of
portable generators The test button should only be used to test GFCIs after grounding has been established
Portable generators with established ground must be treated the same way as any grounded utility system Workers
must be protected by GFCIs to prevent electrocution by ground fault Ground should be established and verified only by
competent workers trained to do so and using specialized instruments

Generators with established ground allow a GFCI mounted at the generator outlet to work effectively When there is a
current leak, the current goes to ground to complete the circuit This creates an imbalance, causing the GFCI to trip
When generators with established ground are being used, GFCIs should be located closest to the generator, protecting
all workers from ground faults, not just the generator user

Construction people complain that GFCIs trip unnecessarily, especially with extension cords As a result, personnel
often consider GFCIs a nuisance and don't use them But GFCIs trip for a reason These trips should be treated as a
warning that there is a ground fault in the system When a GFCI trips, tools, cords, and plugs should be inspected for
defects and, where necessary, replaced before work continues

When the electrical system does not have reference to ground, GFCIs mounted on the generator do not work With one
fault, not enough current leaks to ground to be considered a hazard

Thus, in a floating-neutral circuit, workers are not endangered by electrocution from current going to ground as long as
there is only ONE fault in the system

However, with two faults in the system, one on the neutral and one on the hot side, it is possible that the
floating-neutral system can become grounded In that case, workers without properly located GFCIs can be electrocuted
Two faults can be produced by a defective generator, poorly insulated or defective extension cord, defective tool, or
defective plug, to name just a few causes Other conditions such as wet ground, rain, or high humidity can increase the
risk that the electrical system will become grounded

Testing showed that in a two-fault system, the placement of the GFCI is critical The GFCI must be placed between the
two faults in order to function Since the likely locations for faults are tool cord, tool plug, and extension cord, the GFCI
should be placed closest to the tool
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Last but not least, the hazards of electrocution can be minimized by using only double-insulated tools in good working

order and well-insulated cords

Affirmative: 12  Negative: 4

BRENDER, D.:  See my statement in Comment 5-26. It seems the proposer is making a case for requiring the frame of
portable and vehicle-mounted generators to be connected to a grounding electrode prior to energizing the generator.
While doing so may or may not be practicable, installing a grounding electrode will allow GFCIs to recognize an
imbalance of load current caused by leakage current returning to the source outside the detector circuit.

DOBROWSKY, P.:  See my negative ballot comment on 5-26.
MELLO, C.:    See my statement on Comment 5-26
WILLIAMS, D.:    See my negative vote substantiation written for Comment 5-26

HARDING, J.:  See My Affirmative with Comment on 5-26.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-30     Log #1294  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joseph Harding, Portable Generator Manufacturers Association

5-95
The text in 250.34 in NEC 2014 should remain the same as it is in NEC 2011.

Proposal 5-95 should have been rejected since it introduces an electrical shock hazard that currently
does not exist.
According to a recent PGMA survey, approximately 50% of all portable generators sold in the U.S. are the isolated
output type, with no connection of the neutral conductor to the generator frame. Portable generators that are used in
"stand alone" mode are not normally connected to a grounding electrode (as allowed in 250.34(A)). In this configuration,
isolated output generators pose no risk of a shock hazard because there is no path back to the source (please refer to
the presentation and videos associated with this comment). It is also the experience of the portable generator industry
that because of this, there have been no reported incidents of electrical shock associated with these generators over at
least the last five years for which data is readily available. Requiring the neutral conductor to be connected to the
portable generator frame only serves to increase the risk of electrical shock (again please refer to the presentation and
videos associated with this comment).
Additionally, if isolated output generators are no longer allowed, then all generators used for backup power during power
outages would need to be connected as separately derived systems. This is required because not doing so would result
in the system having two points where the neutral is bonded to the grounding electrode (the main bonding jumper and
the generator). The dual bonding points allow neutral current to flow on equipment bonding conductors under normal
conditions, resulting in nuisance tripping of GFCIs, etc. Connecting a generator as a separately derived system requires
the use of an extra pole in the transfer switch in order to switch the neutral conductor. According to industry sources,
99% or more of portable generators used for home backup power are connected as non-separately derived systems by
using single or dual pole transfer switches. If this proposal is accepted, it will then force those owners who subsequently
replace their portable generator to also replace their current transfer switch at considerable expense and without any
real-world safety benefit. If the owner chooses to operate a new portable generator with the existing transfer switch, the
system will not be in compliance with the NEC. Considering the significant expense of replacing a transfer switch, it is
the belief of PGMA members that some owners would then attempt to modity their new generator or their existing
transfer switch and this would then pose significant safety risks where one would not otherwise exist. It is finally noted
that the Code currently has a provision for connecting generators as non-separately derived systems (250.30
Informational Note 1).
PGMA members represent a significant majority of the portable generator industry. Our member companies include:
• American Honda Motor Co.
• Briggs & Stratton Home Power Products
• Champion Power Equipment
• Generac Power Systems
• Pramac America
• Subaru Industrial Power
• Techtronic Industries North America
• Wacker Neuson Production
• Yamaha Motor Corp USA
Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Affirmative: 12  Negative: 4

BRENDER, D.:  See my Statement in Comment 5-26. Connecting the grounded conductor to the frame of the
generator as presently required in 250.34(C) will not create a shock hazard but will allow overcurrent devices to clear a
ground-fault.
Manufacturers of portable and vehicle-mounted generators produce them with and without the neutral bonded to the
frame. Undoubtedly, manufacturers of these generators that produce the generator with the neutral being bonded to the
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frame conclude that doing so does not create an unsafe product.

DOBROWSKY, P.:  See my negative ballot comment on 5-26.
MELLO, C.:    See my statement on Comment 5-26
WILLIAMS, D.:    See my negative vote substantiation written for Comment 5-26

HARDING, J.:  See My Affirmative with Comment on 5-26.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-31     Log #1385  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Greg Marchand, Briggs & Stratton

5-95
The text in 250.34 in NEC 2014 should remain the same as it is in the NEC 2011.

Proposal 5-95 should have been rejected since it introduces an electrical shock hazard that currently
does not exist.

We are in full support of the more complete substantiation presented by the Portable Generator Manufacturers
Association authored by Joseph Harding and John Loud of Exponent, Inc.

Affirmative: 12  Negative: 4

BRENDER, D.:  See my Statement in Comment 5-26. Connecting the grounded conductor to the frame of the
generator as presently required in 250.34(C) will not create a shock hazard but will allow overcurrent devices to clear a
ground-fault.
Manufacturers of portable and vehicle-mounted generators produce them with and without the neutral bonded to the
frame. Undoubtedly, manufacturers of these generators that produce the generator with the neutral being bonded to the
frame conclude that doing so does not create an unsafe product.

DOBROWSKY, P.:  See my negative ballot comment on 5-26.
MELLO, C.:    See my statement on Comment 5-26
WILLIAMS, D.:    See my negative vote substantiation written for Comment 5-26

HARDING, J.:  See My Affirmative with Comment on 5-26.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-32     Log #1481  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard Torine, BR Forbes

5-95
Do not include this proposal in the NEC.

This proposal has far-reaching and dangerous consequences for most common users of portable
generators. Nearly all the small generators (2500 watts and less) currently produced (by Honda and many others) are
not bonded. These small generators are extremely popular for camping and many other applications, (Just visit a
campground in the summer and count the Honda 2000 watt generators,) The electrical safety record of these generators
is perfect, because they are not bonded, Bonding of the neutral and ground allows ground faults that are not possible in
an unbonded circuit.

A portable generator is not the same as a household circuit where the neutral is always grounded at the service
entrance, Bonding a portable generator will create safety problems that otherwise do not exist because it is not required
to be grounded. A household service entrance is. Allowing a small generator to remain unbonded is the safest scenario,
and the lack of any known electrical safety issues with the generators that are currently available supports this.

Affirmative: 12  Negative: 4

BRENDER, D.:  See my Statement in Comment 5-26.
DOBROWSKY, P.:  See my negative ballot comment on 5-26.
MELLO, C.:    See my statement on Comment 5-26
WILLIAMS, D.:    See my negative vote substantiation written for Comment 5-26

HARDING, J.:  See My Affirmative with Comment on 5-26.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-33     Log #1151  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Paul Dobrowsky, American Chemistry Council

5-100
The proposal should have been accepted.

The term Equipment Grounding Conductor needs to be replaced. Those opposed have no technical
reason for their opposition or any other valid reason. It is not worth the effort and everyone understands what is meant
are common responses.

It is very simple: Grounding electrode conductors are the connection to the earth and accomplish grounding. In the
present NEC, Equipment Grounding Conductors and bonding jumpers provide a "path back" to the source. Both are
always performing a bonding function. If the Grounding Electrode connection is removed or broken, the bonding function
remains intact.

Section 250.4 does not permit the earth (ground) to be used as an effective ground fault current path but the term
equipment grounding conductor inherently incorrectly contains the word "ground".

Visualize equipment supplied by a portable generator. The generator frame is not required to be connected to the
earth. The "green" wire in the flexible cord is not performing a grounding function but is performing a bonding function.

Visualize building one supplied by a service, having the grounded conductor connected to the grounding electrode
system by a grounding electrode conductor. A feeder supplies a second building and a grounding electrode conductor is
required for grounding any equipment in the second building. An equipment grounding conductor is required to be
installed from building 1 to building 2. Not for grounding, but for bonding, providing an effective fault current path.

Making this change has the added benefit of being more harmonized with other international standards and usage of
terminology.

Experienced NEC users have to ignore other concepts in other definitions and requirements to use the existing term.
This does not help the future NEC user or provide clarity in the existing NEC. Changing the term is the right thing to do
and should be supported.

See panel action and statement on Comment 5-1.

Affirmative: 13  Negative: 3

DOBROWSKY, P.:  See my negative ballot comment on 5-26.
MOHLA, D.:  See my explanation of negative vote on Comment 5-1.
WILLIAMS, D.:    See my negative vote substantiation written for Comment 5-1

PORTER, C.:      See my statement in comment 5-1.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-35     Log #1129  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Phil Simmons, Copper Development Association, Inc.

5-105
Revise the existing text of the 2011 NEC as follows:

(2) Metal Frame of the Building or Structure. The metal frame of the building or structure that is connected to the earth
by having one or more of the following methods:

(1) A at least one structural metal member that is in direct contact with the earth for 3.0 m (10 ft) or more, with or
without concrete encasement.

(2) Hold-down bolts securing the structural steel column that are connected to a concrete-encased electrode that
complies with 250.52(A)(3) and is located in the support footing or foundation. The hold-down bolts shall be connected
to the concrete-encased electrode by welding, exothermic welding, the usual steel tie wires, or other approved means.

This proposed change, if accepted, would bring the description of a grounding electrode consisting of
the metal frame of a building or structure into harmony with the definition of “Grounding Electrode” in Article 100. As
defined by CMP-5, the grounding electrode is the conductive object that makes direct connection to the earth.

The present provision for making connection to earth through the concrete-encased grounding electrode creates a
conflict in this section with the definition of “Grounding Electrode” as approved by CMP-5. The Panel improved the
definition from the previous editions by revisions made to this section in the 2011 NEC. However, the present provision
of creating a metal structure grounding electrode by connection to a concrete encased electrode should be deleted. If
this is done, the definition of a metal frame grounding electrode will stand alone like the other descriptions of grounding
electrodes in 250.52(A).

In reality, if the metal frame of a building or structure does not itself make an earth connection, it is acting as a
grounding electrode conductor or a bonding conductor but not a grounding electrode.

The hold down bolts embedded in the concrete meeting the specified requirements for connection to
the rebar in the concrete footing are a grounding electrode.  That is what is being defined by this part of the section.  If
this comment is accepted then the only electrode that can be created under this section is a driven piling or casing
without any technical justification.  The structural metal above the slab, that is connected to these hold down bolts, now
extends the earth grounding connection above the slab which is correct per 250.68(C).  For a vast majority of structural
metal installations, the hold down bolts installed as specified are the earth connection and there has been no technical
substantiation provided that this has been inadequate.  To disallow this long standing means of achieving a very suitable
grounding electrode or part of a grounding electrode system due to semantics is not acceptable.

Affirmative: 15  Negative: 1

BRENDER, D.:  This Comment should have been Accepted. This proposed change, if accepted, would bring the
description of a grounding electrode consisting of the metal frame of a building or structure into harmony with the
definition of “Grounding Electrode” in Article 100.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-36     Log #533  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

5-107
Revise text to read as follows:

) Bare copper conductor not smaller than 4 AWG
Metallic components shall be encased by at least 50 mm (2 in.) of concrete and shall be located horizontally within that
portion of a concrete foundation or footing that is in direct contact with the earth or wi-thin vertical foundation or
structural components or members that are in direct contact with the earth.

Delete the space in the word “within”.

This corrects an error in the ROP draft.  The panel action as documented in proposal 5-107 is
correct.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-37     Log #1130  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Phil Simmons, Copper Development Association, Inc.

5-108
Continue to Reject the Proposal.

The submitter has failed to provide sufficient technical justification for the Proposal. A fact finding
report that demonstrates that this product is suitable for the proposed application has not been provided. There is no
indication how one would determine whether the conductor is 30% or 40% conductivity material. In addition, there is no
indication that terminals on equipment are designed, tested and suitable for terminating copper-clad steel conductors.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-38     Log #872  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
C. Douglas White, Center Point Energy / Rep. Edison Electric Institute/Electric Light & Power Group

5-111
This Proposal should have been Accepted in Principle.  The text should be relocated to

250.52(A)(8) and modified as follows:

Other local metal underground systems or structures such as engineered grounding grids, piping systems, underground
tanks, and underground metal well casings that are not bonded to a metal water pipe.

Informational note: Refer to IEEE 80-2000 for information on the design and installation of engineered grounding grids.
The increased use of grounding grids necessitates a change in the NEC to establish requirements that

promote their safe and consistent application.  While all agree that engineering supervision and the use of IEEE 80
works well for this application, it is not always followed.  Adding the grounding grid as an acceptable ground electrode in
250.52(A)(8) will meet this need and increase the safety of substations and similar installations.

No substantiation was provided to require all grounding grids to be engineered; other grounding
electrodes in 250.52 are not required to be engineered. Also see the panel statement on Comment 5-39.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-39     Log #1338  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Paul Dobrowsky, Holley, NY

5-111
Revise text to read as follows:

250.52(A)(9) Grounding Grid
A system of horizontal interconnected bare copper conductors, a minimum 2 AWG, buried in the earth a minimum depth
of 30 inches. The grid shall have an area not less than 3 m (10 feet) square and shall extend a minimum of 1 m (36 in)
horizontally in all directions beyond the outer perimeter of the equipment served. The minimum spacing between parallel
conductors shall be 2 feet and the conductors shall be bonded at each crossover point. Alternate designs shall be
permitted under engineering supervision.

Informational Note. A grounding grid might not provide protection from step and touch potentials unless specifically
designed for that purpose. See IEEE 80-2000 for information on the design and installation of grounding grids.

The proposal should have been accepted in principle. Ground Rings are presently permitted as
grounding electrodes if they encircle a building or structure with much less detail than is provided in the proposed new
"grounding grid" electrode. A grounding grid should be an optional method as it will not exist unless installed.

No substantiation was provided for the specific details proposed for grounding grids, such as the 2
ft spacing and for the grid to extend 3 ft beyond the equipment served. A "square" ring is presently permitted by
250.52(A)(4) with or without cross members.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-40     Log #1131  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Phil Simmons, Copper Development Association, Inc.

5-112
Continue to Reject the Proposal.

The submitter has failed to provide sufficient technical justification for the Proposal. A fact finding
report that demonstrates that this product is suitable for the proposed application has not been provided. There is no
indication how one would determine whether the conductor is 30% or 40% conductivity material. In addition, there is no
indication that terminals on equipment are designed, tested and suitable for terminating copper-clad steel conductors.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-41     Log #1132  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Phil Simmons, Copper Development Association, Inc.

5-115
Continue to Reject the Proposal.

The submitter has failed to provide sufficient technical justification for the Proposal. A fact finding
report that demonstrates that this product is suitable for the proposed application has not been provided. There is no
indication how one would determine whether the conductor is 30% or 40% conductivity material. In addition, there is no
indication that terminals on equipment are designed, tested and suitable for terminating copper-clad steel conductors.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-42     Log #1323  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

5-118
Revise text to read as follows:

Where exposed, a grounding electrode conductor or its
enclosure shall be securely fastened to the surface on which it is carried. Grounding electrode conductors shall be
permitted to be installed on or through framing members. A 4 AWG or larger copper or aluminum grounding electrode
conductor shall be protected if exposed to physical damage. A 6 AWG grounding electrode conductor that is free from
exposure to physical damage shall be permitted to be run
along the surface of the building construction without metal covering or protection if it is securely fastened to the
construction; otherwise, it shall be protected in rigid metal conduit (RMC), intermediate metal conduit (IMC), rigid
polyvinyl chloride conduit (PVC), reinforced thermosetting resin conduit (RTRC), electrical metallic tubing (EMT), or
cable armor. Grounding electrode conductors smaller than 6 AWG shall be protected in (RMC), IMC, PVC , RTRC,
(EMT), or cable armor.

Parens are incorrectly used. Add parens around first and , remove parens around second
and .

The panel intends to have the language in 250.64(B) remain as it is published in the 2011 NEC.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-43     Log #1089  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gregory J. Steinman, Thomas & Betts Corporation

5-119
Continue to reject this proposal.

This proposal reduces the integrity of the grounding electrode conductor by allowing mechanical
connections in a splicing application. Mechanical connectors
can loosen due to environmental conditions such as vibration. When these mechanical connectors are used at the
termination points, they are easily inspected. This explains why the existing installation is busbars is allowed. If these
mechanical connections are used anywhere along the GEC as a splice, it will be impossible to inspect these and detect
a loosened connection. There is a reason why we specify the description "irreversible" as an adjective to describe the
compression connectors allowed. Mechanical connectors are not irreversible.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-44     Log #998  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard A. Janoski, Finleyville, PA

5-123
Accept this Proposal.

Although the opening paragraph of Section 250.64 is clear that this Section intends to cover grounding
electrode conductors at services, buildings or structures where supplied by a feeder, or branch circuits, this Section
does not address the installation of grounding electrode conductors in separate buildings or structures with multiple
disconnecting means, supplied by feeders.

Sub-section (D) is specific to its use in Services not Feeders. To have rules that apply for feeders, the user is left to
modify or interpret this specific code language according to his or her own knowledge base.

I would like to direct your attention to Section 260.64 (D)(2) Individual Grounding Electrode Conductors. If I am
installing multiple feeders to a separate building or structure as allowed in Section 225.30, and looking to Section 250.64
for direction, this Code Section is instructing me to size my grounding electrode conductor to the service entrance
conductors and to connect my grounding electrode conductor to the grounded conductor in each service disconnect.

No disrespect is meant by pointing this out, I know that the code making panel members know that this would be an
'incorrect installation, I am only highlighting this to point out that the language is missing and is needed.

Revise 250.64(D) from ROP draft as follows:

For a service or feeder with two or more disconnecting means in separate enclosures supplying a building or structure,
If a service consists of more than a single enclosure as permitted in 230.71(A), the grounding electrode connections
shall be made in accordance with 250.64(D)(1), (D)(2), or (D)(3).

A common grounding electrode conductor and grounding
electrode conductor taps shall be installed. The common grounding electrode conductor shall be sized in accordance
with 250.66, based on the sum of the circular mil area of the largest ungrounded service-entrance conductor(s) of each
set of conductors that supply the disconnecting means. If the service-entrance conductors connect directly to overhead
service conductors, service drop, underground service conductors, or service lateral, the common grounding electrode
conductor shall be sized in accordance with Table 250.66, Note 1.

A grounding electrode conductor tap shall extend to the inside of each service disconnecting means enclosure. The
grounding electrode conductor taps shall be sized in accordance with 250.66 for the largest service-entrance or feeder
conductor serving the individual enclosure. The tap conductors shall be connected to the common grounding electrode
conductor by one of the following methods in such a manner that the common grounding electrode conductor remains
without a splice or joint:
(1) Exothermic welding.
(2) Connectors listed as grounding and bonding equipment.
(3) Connections to an aluminum or copper busbar not less than 6 mm thick × 50 mm wide (1/4 in. × 2 in.) and of
sufficient length to accommodate the number of terminations necessary for the installation. The busbar shall be securely
fastened and shall be installed in an accessible location.  Connections shall be made by a listed connector or by the
exothermic welding process. If aluminum busbars are used, the installation shall comply with 250.64(A).

A grounding electrode conductor shall be connected between the
grounding electrode system and one or more of the following as applicable:
(1) grounded conductor in each service equipment disconnecting means enclosure
(2) equipment grounding conductor installed with the feeder
(3) supply side bonding jumper
and the grounding electrode system. Each grounding electrode conductor shall be sized in accordance with 250.66
based on the service-entrance or feeder conductor(s) supplying the individual service disconnecting means.

A grounding electrode conductor shall be connected in a wireway or other accessible
enclosure on the supply side of the service disconnecting means to one or more of the following as applicable:
(1) grounded service conductor(s)
(2) equipment grounding conductor installed with the feeder
(3) supply side bonding jumper
in a wireway or other accessible enclosure on the supply side of the service disconnecting means.

The connection shall be made with exothermic welding or a connector listed as grounding and bonding equipment. The
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grounding electrode conductor shall be sized in accordance with 250.66 based on the service-entrance or feeder
conductor(s) at the common location where the connection is made.

The revised text incorporates the necessary clarifying language to ensure that this section can be
applied to both services and to buildings served by one or more feeders.  The panel concludes this meets the intent of
the submitter.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-45     Log #1054  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
George M. Stolz, II, Quicksilver Electrical Training

5-125
Accept the proposal.

If the panel believes that the items listed are grounding electrode conductors or bonding jumpers, then
we have more headaches in the field than I could have imagined. All steel water lines, steel structural metal, and now in
the 2014 rebar embedded in concrete are no longer viable connection points, as they are not made of copper,
aluminum, or copper-clad aluminum as required by 250.62. By accepting the proposal, we can pretend that these items
are not grounding electrodes, grounding electrode conductors or bonding jumpers yet still viable connection points; and
thereby save a heap of editing in Article 250. It will be our little secret.

Revise existing 2011 text as follows:
250.62 Grounding Electrode Conductor Material. The grounding electrode conductor shall be of copper, aluminum, or

copper-clad aluminum or the items as permitted in 250.68(C). The material selected shall be resistant to any corrosive
condition existing at the installation or shall be protected against corrosion. The cConductors of the wire type shall be
solid or stranded, insulated, covered or bare.

The panel concludes that the concern of the submitter is met by revising 250.62 as shown in the
panel action text.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-46     Log #1133  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Phil Simmons, Copper Development Association, Inc.

5-126
Continue to Reject the Proposal.

The submitter has failed to provide sufficient technical justification for the Proposal. A fact finding
report that demonstrates that this product is suitable for the proposed application has not been provided. There is no
indication how one would determine whether the conductor is 30% or 40% conductivity material. In addition, there is no
indication that terminals on equipment are designed, tested and suitable for terminating copper-clad steel conductors.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-47     Log #1134  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Phil Simmons, Copper Development Association, Inc.

5-133
Continue to Reject the Proposal.

The submitter has failed to provide sufficient technical justification for the Proposal. A fact finding
report that demonstrates that this product is suitable for the proposed application has not been provided. There is no
indication how one would determine whether the conductor is 30% or 40% conductivity material. In addition, there is no
indication that terminals on equipment are designed, tested and suitable for terminating copper-clad steel conductors.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-48     Log #1135  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Phil Simmons, Copper Development Association, Inc.

5-136
Continue to Reject the Proposal.

The submitter has failed to provide sufficient technical justification for the Proposal. A fact finding
report that demonstrates that this product is suitable for the proposed application has not been provided. There is no
indication how one would determine whether the conductor is 30% or 40% conductivity material. In addition, there is no
indication that terminals on equipment are designed, tested and suitable for terminating copper-clad steel conductors.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-49     Log #1055  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
George M. Stolz, II, Quicksilver Electrical Training

5-141
Accept the proposal.

Mr. Mello gets it. Building steel is a good conductor, whether it is in contact with the earth or not. Let
250.52 deal with what is an electrode, and allow 250.68(C) deal with non-wire-type conductors that are sensible to use
for interconnecting grounding electrodes. It simplifies and separates concepts. I don't have to earth a copper conductor
between a pair of electrodes, there's no reason to require earthing of steel to use it as a conductor. This section also
creates a bit of a paradox; if I connect the electrodes to the steel, then suddenly it complies as a conductor to
interconnect electrodes. Why have all the extra language, topped off with the proposed “(c) By other approved means of
establishing a connection to earth.”? It is so wide open as to restrict nothing, so why have all the extra unecessary
language?

Less is more!

Revise the text from the 2013 ROP Draft as follows:
(2) The metal structural frame of a building that is directly connected to a grounding electrode as specified in
250.52(A)(2) or 250.68(C)(2)(a), (b), or (c) shall be permitted to be used as a bonding conductor to interconnect
electrodes that are part of the grounding electrode system, or as a grounding electrode conductor.
a. By connecting the structural metal frame to the reinforcing bars of a concrete-encased electrode, as provided in
250.52(A)(3), or ground ring as provided in 250.52(A)(4)
b. By bonding the structural metal frame to one or more of the grounding electrodes, as specified in 250.52(A)(5) or
(A)(7), that comply with 250.53(A)(2)
c. By other approved means of establishing a connection to earth

The revised text clarifies that the structural metal is treated the same as the metallic water system.
The application from the charging paragraph of 250.68(C) makes it clear that structural metal can be used to connect
wire type bonding jumpers or grounding electrode conductors to the structural metal as an extension of the wire type
bonding conductor or grounding electrode conductor.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-50     Log #1522  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

5-144
Revise text to read as follows:

The sheath or armor of a continuous underground metal-sheathed or armored service
cable system (MC, MI, MV,  or TC) that is connected to the grounded system conductor on the supply side shall not be
required to be connected to the grounded system conductor at the building or structure. The sheath or armor shall be
permitted to be insulated from the interior metal raceway or piping.

An underground metal service raceway that contains a
metal-sheathed or armored cable (MC, MI, MV,  or TC) connected to the grounded system conductor shall not be
required to be connected to the grounded system conductor at the building or structure. The sheath or armor shall be
permitted to be insulated from the interior metal raceway or piping.

Original proposal had a typographic error referencing 250.80 rather than 250.84.
The list of metal-sheathed or armored cables suggested above may include cables not suitable for service entrance
conductors.  If that is the case, then it should be pruned.  The fact that AC cable is not suitable although it is an armored
cable demonstrates the need of a precise list.

The parenthetical list of acronyms of types of cables is not necessary. The wiring methods permitted
to be used for services is included in 230.43.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-51     Log #1056  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
George M. Stolz, II, Quicksilver Electrical Training

5-147
Accept the proposal.

While the entire section deals with equipment, raceways are mentioned by name. It is an appropriate
location for a raceway-specific permission.

Allowing installers explicit permission to install a bonding connection on either end of a service raceway will alleviate
conductor fill in the service equipment as well.

I see no harm in allowing this sentence to be added, especially since I personally have been ordered to move a
bonding connection for no good electrical reason. It does add clarity to the NEC.

The bonding of the service raceway must be accomplished in accordance with 250.92.  There is no
reference to which end of the raceway to bond and the submitter is correct that it can be at either end.  The proposed
added sentence is unnecessary.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-52     Log #269  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Code-Making Panel 14,

5-160
Delete 250.100 entirely.

250.100 is specific to bonding in hazardous (classified) locations and these requirements are
addressed in 501.30(A), 502.30(A), 503.30(A), 505.25(A) and 506.25(A).  See CMP 14 Proposal 14-56a which deletes
the Informational Note that references 250.100.  CMP 14 has the responsibility for amending bonding requirements in
hazardous (classified) locations.

This comment was developed by a CMP-14 Task Group and balloted through the entire panel with the following ballot
results:
15 Eligible to vote
14 Affirmative

1 Ballot Not Returned (W.E. McBride)
No Comments on Vote were received

The panel concludes the text should remain in Article 250.  Section 250.100 provides the initial
requirement that bonding in hazardous locations be completed and that it be completed by one of the specific methods
in 250.92(B)(2).  Chapter 5 hazardous location articles can amend the base requirement with additional requirements.
For example,  501.30 requires wiring and equipment to be “grounded”.  Section 501.30(A) then goes on to further modify
the installation specified in 250.92(B)(2) but does not establish the initial requirement for bonding to start with.  Similar
lack of initial requirements exist in the other referenced hazardous location sections.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-53     Log #270  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Code-Making Panel 14,

5-160
Proposal 5-160 should be rejected.

In accordance with 90.3 Article 250 applies except as amended by Chapters 5, 6, and 7 for particular
conditions.  Specific requirements for bonding are addressed in 501.30(A), 502.30(A), 503.30(A), 505.25(A), and
506.25(A). See CMP 14 Proposal 14-56a which deletes the Informational Note that references 250.100.

This comment was developed by a CMP-14 Task Group and balloted through the entire panel with the following ballot
results:
15 Eligible to vote
14 Affirmative

1 Ballot Not Returned (W.E. McBride)
No Comments on Vote were received

See panel action and statement on Comment 5-52.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-54     Log #1136  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Phil Simmons, Copper Development Association, Inc.

5-161
Continue to Reject the Proposal.

The submitter has failed to provide sufficient technical justification for the Proposal. A fact finding
report that demonstrates that this product is suitable for the proposed application has not been provided. There is no
indication how one would determine whether the conductor is 30% or 40% conductivity material. In addition, there is no
indication that terminals on equipment are designed, tested and suitable for terminating copper-clad steel conductors.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-55     Log #248  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Edward  G. Kroth, Verona, WI

5-42
Revise table title as follows:

Grounded Service or System Conductor.
Having taught code courses for the past 13 years and in particular Grounding and Bonding for the past

8 years, I can really appreciate how this proposal can enhance the usability of the Code. Table 250.66 with its title for
sizing Grounding Electrode Conductors was often a stumbling block for both apprentices and JWs when it was referred
to for sizing Grounded Service Conductors, Separately Derived System Grounded Conductors, Main Bonding Jumpers,
System Bonding Jumpers and Supply Side Bonding Jumpers. In particular the idea of the 12 1/2 % is often times lost on
the students by the time they read the rule and then looked at the table. Hopefully with this new separation, different
titles and the additional notes on Table 250.102(C) some of the confusion as to how and when to apply the rules for
these various grounded and/or bonding items will be lessened. I am not usually in favor of repeating tables, but in this
case it does seem justified. Furthermore it might be appropriate to add the phrase "Service or System" in the title where
the table heading refers to Grounded conductor. For example: often times there is a grounded conductor installed with
branch or feeder circuits and clearly we are not to size these using this new table.

The term “Grounded Conductor” is correct and would be applicable to service grounded conductors
and feeder grounded conductors such as supplied from a separately derived system.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-56     Log #1534  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Phil Simmons, Copper Development Association, Inc.

5-42
Revise the text of the 2014 NEC ROP Draft as follows:

Add an Informational Note after 250.102(C)(2) to read as follows:
Informational Note: The term “supply conductors” includes ungrounded conductors that do not have overcurrent

protection on their supply side and terminate at service equipment or the first disconnecting means of a separately
derived system.

Delete 250.102(C)(3).
Revise the Informational Note that follows Table 250.102(C) to read:
“Informational Note: See Chapter 9, Table 8 for the circular mil area of conductors 18 AWG through to 4/0 AWG.”

The Informational Note should be added to inform the user of the NEC what is intended by the term
“supply conductors” as this term is not defined in Article 100 or in 250.2.

250.102(C)(3) should be deleted since the exact text is included as Note 2 in new Table 250.102(C).
The Informational Note that follows new Table 250.102(C) should be changed to be inclusive of 4/0 AWG conductors.

Revise the Informational Note that follows Table 250.102(C) to read:
Informational Note: See Chapter 9, Table 8 for the circular mil area of conductors 18 AWG through 4/0 AWG.

The word "to" was removed from the recommendation in the informational note to Table
250.102(C).

The remainder of the recommendation is accepted unchanged.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-57     Log #91  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

5-167
It was the action of the Correlating Committee that this proposal be reconsidered and correlated

with the panel action on Proposal 9-15c that modified the definition of "Metal Enclosed Power Switchgear" to
"Switchgear".

This action will be considered as a public comment.
This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise the text of 250.104(A)(2) from the 2012 ROP Draft to read as follows:
In buildings of multiple occupancy where the metal water piping system(s)

installed in or attached to a building or structure for the individual occupancies is metallically isolated from all other
occupancies by use of nonmetallic water piping, the metal water piping system(s) for each occupancy shall be permitted
to be bonded to the equipment grounding terminal of the switchgear, switchboard or panelboard, switchboard, or
metal-enclosed switchgear enclosure (other than service equipment) supplying that occupancy. The bonding jumper
shall be sized in accordance with Table 250.122, based on the rating of the overcurrent protective device for the circuit
supplying the occupancy.

The panel accepts the direction of the Correlating Committee.  The panel has revised the text to be
consistent with the actions taken by CMP-9, consistent with other sections in Article 250 and the modification in the
definitions.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-58     Log #140  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

9-15c
The Correlating Committee understands that the panel action in this proposal incorporates the

modified definition of “Metal Enclosed Power Switchgear” to “Switchgear” in Proposal 9-7.
It was the action of the Correlating Committee that this proposal be referred to Code-Making Panel 5 for action.

This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance
with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

See panel action and statement Comment 5-57.  The panel has revised the text to be consistent
with the actions taken by CMP-9 and the modification in the definitions.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-59     Log #345  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Christine T. Porter, Seattle, WA

5-171
Revise text to read as follows:

If installed in, or attached to, a building or structure, a metal piping system(s), including gas
piping, that is likely to become energized shall be bonded to the service equipment enclosure; the grounded conductor
at the service; the grounding electrode conductor,  if of sufficient size; or to one or more grounding electrodes used any
of the following:1) the equipment grounding conductor of the circuit that is likely to energize the piping system(s);2) the
service equipment enclosure;3) the grounded conductor at the service;4) the grounding electrode conductor if of
sufficient size;5) to one or more grounding electrodes used: The bonding conductor(s) or jumper(s) shall be sized in
accordance with 250.122, using the rating of the circuit that is likely to energize the piping system(s). The equipment
grounding conductor for the circuit that is likely to energize the piping shall be permitted to serve as the bonding means.
The points of attachment of the any bonding jumper(s) shall be accessible.

The current order of the requirement seems to be creating confusion for the submitter. Certainly other
users of the code have also been confused by this section as evidenced by the continued revisions to this section for
reasons of clarity. The reordering of this section should make it easier to understand the requirements by using a list
format, and also by changing to order of the requirements. The first choice should be a connection to the equipment
grounding conductor of the circuit that is likely to energize the piping in order to ensure a low impedance path back to
the source without relying on the continuity of any gas piping throughout a structure. Maintaining the other possible
methods allows for options to accomplish the goal of clearing any faults on the piping systems.

Revise 250.104(B) to read as follows:
(B) Other Metal Piping. If installed in, or attached to, a building or structure, a metal piping system(s), including gas

piping, that is likely to become energized shall be bonded to any of the following:
1. The equipment grounding conductor for the circuit that is likely to energize the piping system.
2. The service equipment enclosure.
3. The grounded conductor at the service.
4. The grounding electrode conductor, if of sufficient size.
5. One or more grounding electrodes used.

The bonding conductor(s) or jumpers(s) shall be sized in accordance with 250.122, using the rating of the circuit that is
likely to energize the piping system(s). The points of attachment of bonding jumper(s) shall be accessible.
Informational Note No. 1: Bonding all piping and metal air ducts within the premises will provide additional safety.
Informational Note No. 2: Additional information for gas piping systems can be found in Section 7.13 of NFPA 54-2009,
National Fuel Gas Code.

Editorial changes were made to better show the list form and the final wording from the submitter’s
comment.  The panel removed the word "any" from the last sentence in the proposed comment text.  The panel does
not agree that the equipment grounding conductor is the first choice as the point of connection.

Affirmative: 16

PORTER, C.:    The title of 250.104 clearly states that the section is dealing with bonding. Section 240.4 clearly gives
the purpose of bonding is to provide an effective ground-fault path. I disagree that utilizing gas piping or the grounding
electrode system back to the location where it is bonded to the service is always an effective ground-fault return path for
clearing faults on piping likely to be energized by an electrical circuit.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-60     Log #1576  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert Torbin, Omega Flex Inc.

5-172
Add new (B) and Informational Note to read as follows:

Metal gas piping installed in or attached to a building or structure shall be bonded in accordance
with (A)(1) and (A)(3).  The bonding conductor or jumper shall be connected in an accessible location to rigid pipe
downstream of the point of delivery of the fuel gas.

Informational Note: Additional information for gas piping systems can be found in Section 7.13 of the National Fuel Gas
Code/NFPA 54-2009.

If installed in or attached to a building or structure, a metal piping system(s), including gas
piping, that is likely to become energized shall be bonded to the service equipment enclosure, the grounded conductor
at the service, the grounding electrode conductor if of sufficient size, or to one or more grounding electrodes used.  The
bonding conductor(s) or jumper(s) shall be sized in accordance with 250.122, using the rating of the circuit that is likely
to energize the piping system(s).  The equipment grounding conductor for the circuit that is likely to energize the piping
shall be permitted to serve as the bonding means.  The points of attachment of the bonding jumper(s) shall be
accessible.

Informational Note: Bonding all piping and metal air ducts within the premises will provide additional safety.
Renumber existing 250.104(C) as (D) and 250.104(D) as (E).

The requirement to bond to a fitting has been removed as the UL 467 Standard for bonding clamps
addresses clamps for round pipe.

The Panel Statement raises the issue of lightning protection.  However, I am confused by this statement as my original
proposal was submitted to address consumer safety from electrical insults that originate from the electrical system within
the premises or from surges from the local power company distribution system.  Surely the same electrical faults
imposed on structural steel or the copper water pipe may be imposed on the metallic gas piping with equal impact.

Bonding of gas piping has been performed in the prescribed manner within the United States for many years prior to
the 2002 NEC and is performed in this fashion around the industrialized world today.  Technical substantiation is hardly
necessary to validate such a common, yet essential, element of electrical safety as bonding.

No technical substantiation for increasing the level of bonding required has been provided.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-61     Log #344  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David E. Shapiro, Safety First Electric

5-180
Revise text to read as follows:

The bonding connection to the building or structure grounding electrode system shall be located outside the building or
structure served where the grounding electrode system is available outside the building or structure.

I believe that the action on this proposal should be changed to "Accept in Principle." The panel made
two valid objections to the proposal as stated. The panel did not, however, disagree with the principle behind the
proposal. The first objection is that we should not demand that (to spell out the most absurd case) installers run
conductors outside from totally interior grounding electrodes to bond them with conductors run outside from totally
interior lightning down conductors. No AHJ with a head on this shoulders would require this. However, the objection
remains that the proposed wording could be interpreted in such ways. Surely no one believes that Mr. Johnston
intended such a tortuous requirement, if only because lightning conductors must not be put through tortuitous bends.
Therefore, the phrase I suggest adding to deal with your first objection is simply clarification, not modification. Your
second objection is that the required intersystem bonding means may be installed either indoors or out, and this
proposal requires bonding outdoors in some cases. There are two responses. First, not all structures incorporate
lightning protection systems, and also, as you note, not all grounding electrodes incorporate outdoor components. In
every such case, the proposal does not apply, and so the bonding means can be indoors or out. Second, the
requirement states that the accessible bonding means must be made available; but I see no requirement that this
busbar must serve as the sole bonding means. Even if you interpret the proposal as requiring the intersystem bonding
electrode to be mounted on the outsides of structures when 250.106 applies, this becomes a case of a specific rule
narrowing the application of a more general rule in keeping with special circumstances. There is nothing unusual about
that.

Connection of the lightning protection system to the building or structure grounding system is not
intended to provide a path for lightning current to ground.  It is intended to minimize a difference in potential between the
lightning protection conductors and metallic grounded equipment in or on the building or structure.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-62     Log #1152  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Paul Dobrowsky, American Chemistry Council

5-181
The proposal should have been accepted.

The term Equipment Grounding Conductor needs to be replaced. Those opposed have no technical
reason for their opposition or any other valid reason. It is not worth the effort and everyone understands what is meant
are common responses.

It is very simple: Grounding electrode conductors are the connection to the earth and accomplish grounding. In the
present NEC, Equipment Grounding Conductors and bonding jumpers provide a "path back" to the source. Both are
always performing a bonding function. If the Grounding Electrode connection is removed or broken, the bonding function
remains intact.

Section 250.4 does not permit the earth (ground) to be used as an effective ground fault current path but the term
equipment grounding conductor inherently incorrectly contains the word "ground".

Visualize equipment supplied by a portable generator. The generator frame is not required to be connected to the
earth. The "green" wire in the flexible cord is not performing a grounding function but is performing a bonding function.

Visualize building one supplied by a service, having the grounded conductor connected to the grounding electrode
system by a grounding electrode conductor. A feeder supplies a second building and a grounding electrode conductor is
required for grounding any equipment in the second building. An equipment grounding conductor is required to be
installed from building 1 to building 2. Not for grounding, but for bonding, providing an effective fault current path.

Making this change has the added benefit of being more harmonized with other international standards and usage of
terminology.

Experienced NEC users have to ignore other concepts in other definitions and requirements to use the existing term.
This does not help the future NEC user or provide clarity in the existing NEC. Changing the term is the right thing to do
and should be supported.

See panel action and statement on Comment 5-1.

Affirmative: 13  Negative: 3

DOBROWSKY, P.:  See my negative ballot comment on 5-1.
MOHLA, D.:  See my explanation of negative vote on Comment 5-1.
WILLIAMS, D.:    See my negative vote substantiation written for Comment 5-1

PORTER, C.:      See my statement in comment 5-1.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-63     Log #141  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

9-15d
The Correlating Committee understands that the panel action in this proposal incorporates the

modified definition of “Metal Enclosed Power Switchgear” to “Switchgear” in Proposal 9-7.
It was the action of the Correlating Committee that this proposal be referred to Code-Making Panel 5 for action.

This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance
with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise the text from the 2011 NEC Section 250.112(A) to read as follows:
Switchgear or Sswitchboard frames and structures

supporting switching equipment, except frames of 2-wire dc switchgear or switchboards where effectively insulated from
ground.

The panel accepts the direction of the Correlating Committee.  The revised text is consistent with
the revisions to incorporate the term “switchgear” and to be consistent with other sections in Article 250.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-64     Log #939  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

5-199
Revise text to read as follows:

Where ungrounded conductors are increased in size from the minimum size that has sufficient
ampacity for the intended installation, wire type equipment grounding conductors, where installed, shall be increased in
size proportionately according to the circular mil area of the ungrounded conductors.

If wire type equipment grounding conductor(s) are present, where ungrounded conductors are
increased in size from the minimum size that has sufficient ampacity before any adjustments f250.112Bor derating for
(1) ambient temperature correction factors, (2) exposure to sunlight on a rooftop, (3) adjustments for more than three
current carrying conductors, or (4) for reduction in voltage drop, then the required grounding conductor size shall be
calculated using the following equation:
Agnew = Agorg × (Aunew ÷ Auorg)
where:
Agnew = new area required for grounding conductorAgorg = original area of grounding conductorAunew = new area for
ungrounded conductor after all adjustments & deratingsAuorg = original area for ungrounded conductor before any
adjustments or deratingsall areas in circular mils or mm²
The new required size of the equipment grounding conductor(s) shall be the next standard size that is equal or greater
to the area.
Informational Note: Increases in size for the grounded conductor alone do not require the equipment grounding
conductor to be increased in size.

The original text is so chopped up that just displaying the new text is clearer. Suggest that the reasons
for increasing size be explicit and that calculation be expressed as a usable formula rather than suggested by the
wording. Parens not needed.
Informational note indicates larger grounded conductor (for harmonics for instance) does not trigger larger EGC.

The panel recognizes that the section is 250.122(B).  Insufficient technical substitution was
provided to support adding the revised text and including a formula.  The proposed text does not make this section
clearer.  The informational note is not needed since the current NEC text refers only to ungrounded conductors.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-65     Log #1137  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Phil Simmons, Copper Development Association, Inc.

5-185
Continue to Reject the Proposal.

The submitter has failed to provide sufficient technical justification for the Proposal. A fact finding
report that demonstrates that this product is suitable for the proposed application has not been provided. There is no
indication how one would determine whether the conductor is 30% or 40% conductivity material. In addition, there is no
indication that terminals on equipment are designed, tested and suitable for terminating copper-clad steel conductors.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-66     Log #1535  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Phil Simmons, Copper Development Association, Inc.

5-188
Revise the text of the 2014 NEC ROP Draft as follows:

It seems the qualification that the flexible cord not contain an equipment grounding conductor for the
exception to be operative is unnecessary. It also seems an unnecessary limitation on design of flexible cords is being
imposed by including the phrase, “that do not have an equipment grounding conductor.” Would a flexible cord that has
an equipment grounding conductor with integral green insulation and jacket be unsafe?

Revise exception No. 2 as follows:

Editorial changes where made for clarity.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-66a     Log #CC500  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Code-Making Panel 5,

Add new exception to 250.121 to read as follows:
Exception. A wire-type equipment grounding conductor installed in compliance with 250.6(A) and the applicable

requirements for both the equipment grounding conductor and the grounding electrode conductor in Parts II, III and VI of
this article shall be permitted to serve as both an equipment grounding conductor and a grounding electrode conductor.

Section 250.121 restricts all equipment grounding conductors provided in 250.118 from being used as a
grounding electrode conductor. This is appropriate for all of the fourteen types with the exception of a wire type, per
250.118(1), if the wire type satisfies all applicable requirements for both the equipment grounding conductor and the
grounding electrode conductor simultaneously. Equipment grounding conductors installed in accordance with this
restrictive exception that do not carry current during normal operating conditions can comply with 250.6(A).

Affirmative: 14  Negative: 2

BRENDER, D.:  This Comment should have been rejected. It was developed at the Panel meeting in response to
Comment 5-68. That Comment (5-68) requested that Section 250.121 be deleted and did not provide suggested text for
an exception. As a result, this Comment is outside the parameters of the NFPA Regulations Governing Committee
Projects.

WILLIAMS, D.:    The equipment grounding conductor should not be used as a grounding electrode conductor. The
previous wording in the code was correct and the addition of the exception was not needed, and will cause
complications in the field. Installations in the field where the equipment grounding conductor was attempted to be
utilized as a grounding electrode conductor as well created more violations. The exception should be more explicit on all
the requirements that are needed in order to have a code compliant installation.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-67     Log #1138  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Phil Simmons, Copper Development Association, Inc.

5-190
Continue to reject the proposal and retain the existing text of the 2011 NEC.

Many applications that justify the requirement for individual grounding electrode and equipment
grounding conductors come to mind. These include:

1. A separately derived system located in a building or structure where the equipment grounding conductor is supplied
to the transformer with or containing the feeder and the grounding electrode conductor is required to be connected
where the transformer is located. It would be a violation of the rules in 250.30(A)(4) to connect the grounding electrode
conductor at some location remote to the transformer.

2. A generator or transformer is located outdoors. Section 250.30(C) requires the grounding electrode connection to be
located at the outdoor source. An equipment grounding conductor or supply-side bonding jumper or conductor is then
required to be run to the building or structure supplied or from which the source is supplied as to a transformer.

3. The purpose for the conductors as well as the sizing and installation requirements differ.
4. Let’s assume a feeder panelboard that is located in a building or structure supplies a transformer that is located

outdoors. Let’s also assume a common equipment grounding/grounding electrode conductor is sized properly. Where
does it connect in the panelboard. An equipment grounding conductor is required to connect to the equipment grounding
terminal bar. The grounding electrode conductor is required to be connected to the grounding electrode. The grounding
electrode conductor is generally not permitted to be spliced by 250.64(C).

Using one conductor for both an equipment grounding conductor and a grounding electrode conductor is generally a
bad idea.

This section continues to contain a valuable safety requirement and should be retained without Exception. It seems an
exception cannot be considered at the Comment meeting as no exception was submitted for action by the Code Panel
at the proposal stage. Thus, CMP-5 did not take any action that would be subject to public review and reaction.
Submitting a proposed exception at the ROC meeting is in violation of the NFPA Regulations Governing Committee
Projects.

Code Making Panels that have jurisdiction over Articles in Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8 can rightfully craft an exception to the
general requirement in 250.121 as provided in 90.3. This section recognizes that the rules in Chapters 1 through 4 apply
generally unless amended by the requirements in Chapters 5, 6, 7 or 8. An example of this organization of the Code is
found in 690.47(C)(3) where a common grounding electrode conductor and equipment grounding conductor is permitted
under the rules and conditions that are applicable.

See panel action and statement on Committee Comment 5-66a (Log #CC-500).

Affirmative: 16

BRENDER, D.:  This Comment should have been Accepted in full, not APR.  The Comment sought to Accept the
original Proposal and retain existing 2011 NEC language.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-68     Log #1598  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Scott Cline, Monterey Park, CA

5-190
Delete the still totally unsubstantiated Section 250.121.

I believe that it is not possible to give a single example of an installation, meeting the requirements of
the 2008 NEC, and presenting a hazard of any kind.  NFPA standards for technical substantiation for this Section have
not been met.

CMP actions should be based on evidentiary technical substantiation showing a hazard.
Not even a single example of hazard under the rules of the 2008 NEC has been given.
There is quite simply no proper justification for the rule.
2014 cycle Proposal 5-190 both addresses and shows the original 2011 Proposals’ "Substantiations" to be flawed and

inadequate, and as such should be reviewed. It especially includes the 2011 cycle 5-259 Substantiation statement
“Equipment grounding conductors do not normally carry current while a grounding electrode conductor may normally
carry current since it is often in parallel with the neutral conductor." Other than a service supplied by a separately
grounded utility transformer, please give an example of a neutral being in parallel with the GEC. Even if an EGC was
intended in that logic statement: 250.24(A)(5) only very rarely allows the neutral to be in parallel with an EGC. It is also
fact that even if a single conductor were carrying some stray current because of its GEC function, it would still be able to
carry the rare ground-fault circuit-clearing current needed for its EGC function.

*****
In addition to the Proposal’s Substantiation, I submit the following added Substantiation for this Comment. It will address
the points of the Panel's Proposal Rejection Statement logic (presented in Bold Italics) from the ROP.

Like the original Proposal, this re-affirmation is made without the required technical facts. The GEC and EGC do not
have mutually exclusive functions. They both must be able to carry sufficient electrons from one point to another point -
Period. There are many circumstances where the termination points of the GEC and EGC are the same. There are
many circumstances where both sets of installation requirements can be satisfied. Where an installation allows
compliance with all of the 2008 NEC GEC and EGC requirements, there is no safety/hazard reason to install parallel
conductors.

Here are a few illustrations of why the rule needs to remain in the NEC:
(1) An equipment grounding conductor is required to be installed with the circuit conductors to the transformer

enclosure. 250.30(A)(4) requires the grounding electrode to be “as near as practicable to, and preferably in the same
area as the grounding electrode conductor connection”. These locations could and often are widely separated.
They can also be directly adjacent to one another. An example is the very common one of a main service/distribution
with an adjacent transformer. It is extremely easy to construct a single conductor GEC-EGC for this circumstance which
is both safe and effective AND which satisfies all 2008 NEC requirements. (1) is a futile effort of logic, presenting only a
single negative example, and not proving the fact which must be proven: that a conductor satisfying all requirements of
the 2008 Code presents a hazard.

(2) A feeder is installed from a source in a building to a transformer that is located outdoors. 250.30(C) requires the
grounding electrode connection to be at the transformer that is the source of a separately derived system. A
combination grounding electrode conductor/equipment grounding conductor run to the source location would not be
acceptable.

Again, a simple negative example, and a flawed one at that. An insultingly poor quality statement is made here – the
great deal of time which I have spent to present the issues here, deserves enough time on your part to be accurate with
your rebuttals. Section 250.30(C) applies to a system where the source is outside the building. In a correct 250.30(C)
example, since any required GEC of the source must be bonded to the structure's GES, then it is a possible situation
that a 2008 compliant GEC-EGC connection may be made from the transformer to the same connection point of the
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source. In your response example of the transformer outside with the source inside, again a 2008 compliant GEC-EGC
connection might be made to the GES connection point at the source. Again, (2) is a futile effort.

(3) A supply to a transformer-type separately derived system is installed from a sub-panel (feeder panelboard). Where
would a combination grounding electrode conductor/equipment grounding conductor be connected? To the neutral
terminal bar? A clear violation of 250.24(A)(5). To the equipment grounding terminal bar? The equipment grounding
conductor supplying the panelboard may not be large enough.

Another of the infinitely available negative examples, none of which prove the point which you have the responsibility to
prove. The fact which must be proven: that a conductor satisfying all requirements of the 2008 NEC presents a hazard.

And there is a Code compliant answer to the question of (3): Under the right circumstances of location and conduits,
the larger of the two sizes would be bonded at the transformer as required for both the GEC and the EGC, then its
un-spliced length would be bonded to the panelboard as it passed through the panelboard to do the EGC’s task, and
would then run to its connection point on the structure's Ground Electrode System. A hazard-free and 2008 NEC
compliant installation.

Again: Evidentiary technical substantiation is a standard we as CMP members should always strive to meet.  From the
original Proposal forward, there has not been a single proper example given of a hazard present in the 2008 NEC. I do
not believe that this satisfies your responsibilities as a Code Panel. There is quite simply no proper justification for the
rule.

If you can't give the necessary technical example, please take the responsibility required of a CMP to recognize the
flawed logic of Section 250.121, and delete it.

Section 250.121 restricts all equipment grounding conductors provided in 250.118 from being used
as a grounding electrode conductor. This is appropriate for all of the fourteen types with the exception of a wire type, per
250.118(1), if the wire type satisfies all applicable requirements for both the equipment grounding conductor and the
grounding electrode conductor simultaneously. Equipment grounding conductors installed in accordance with this
restrictive exception that do not carry current during normal operating conditions can comply with 250.6(A).

See panel action and statement on Committee Comment 5-66a (Log #CC-500).

Affirmative: 16

MELLO, C.:    The last sentence in the panel statement should be relocated as the first sentence.  As now organized
the panel statement discusses an exception and possible allowance before the reader has been directed to where that
new exception and allowance was created.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-69     Log #1139  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Phil Simmons, Copper Development Association, Inc.

5-193
Continue to Reject the Proposal.

The submitter has failed to provide sufficient technical justification for the Proposal. A fact finding
report that demonstrates that this product is suitable for the proposed application has not been provided. There is no
indication how one would determine whether the conductor is 30% or 40% conductivity material. In addition, there is no
indication that terminals on equipment are designed, tested and suitable for terminating copper-clad steel conductors.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-70     Log #1140  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Phil Simmons, Copper Development Association, Inc.

5-196
Continue to Reject the Proposal.

The submitter has failed to provide sufficient technical justification for the Proposal. A fact finding
report that demonstrates that this product is suitable for the proposed application has not been provided. There is no
indication how one would determine whether the conductor is 30% or 40% conductivity material. In addition, there is no
indication that terminals on equipment are designed, tested and suitable for terminating copper-clad steel conductors.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-71     Log #286  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Abel Lampa, Innovative Engineering Inc.

5-200
Add new Exception as follows:

Exception No. 1: As specified on Article 690.45(A), the equipment grounding conductor does not need to increase in
size, if the DC conductors increases in size due to voltage drop consideration.

My inspector in Somerset County, NJ, referring to article 250.122(B) asked me to increase the size of
my equipment grounding conductor because my DC conductors feeding my solar panels increases in size to satisfy the
voltage drop requirement of 2%.

In accordance with NEC 90.3, Article 690 can modify base requirements of Chapters 1 to 4.  This
comment should be directed as a new proposal to CMP-4 to modify Article 690 since the comment only applies to
photovoltaic installations.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-72     Log #254  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Code-Making Panel 11,

5-201
Continue to Reject Proposal 5-201.

The TCC directed CMP11 to appoint a Task Group to consider its original position regarding the
introduction of the acronym “MCP”. This Task Group consisted of Jim Wright, Stan Folz, Terry Cole and Luis Bas.
Background and the position of the Task Group is as follows.
Proposal 5-201 was rejected by CMP5, and had companion proposals to CMP-11. The first of these was 11-23, Log#
762, These companion proposals were for 430.2, 430.52 and 430.62. Each of these proposals was rejected by CMP-11
with the statement shown below. The circuit breakers being addressed are Instantaneous Trip Circuit Breakers, which
are informally referred to as Mag Only Breakers, or Motor Circuit Protectors (MCP). CMP 11 does not see value in
documenting all of the informal terms associated with an Instantaneous Trip Circuit Breaker. It is also the position of
CMP11 that the introduction of “MCP” will create additional confusion with the already established fused based Motor
Short-Circuit Protectors.
CMP11 Panel Action – Reject
CMP11 Panel Statement - The proposed definition is not presently utilized within Article 430. It refers to “magnetic-only”
and
“thermal trip elements” which ignores the fact that the instantaneous trip and overload functions in circuit breakers may
be electronic or magnetic-hydraulic. The additional text of “listed and tested” is redundant. If the device has been listed,
then it has been tested.
This comment was developed by a CMP-11 Task Group and balloted through the entire panel with the following ballot
results:
14 Eligible to Vote
14 Affirmative

No Voting Comments were received

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-73     Log #1311  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mike Weitzel, Bechtel

5-201
Revise text to read as follows:

Section 250.122(D)
(2) Instantaneous-Trip Circuit Breaker (MCP) and Motor Short-Circuit Protector. Where the overcurrent device is an

instantaneous-trip circuit breaker or a motor short-circuit protector, the equipment grounding conductor shall be
seized not smaller than that given by Section 250.122(A) using the maximum permitted rating of a dual element
time-delay fuse selected for branch-circuit short-circuit and ground-fault protection in accordance with Section
430.52(C)(I), Exception No. 1.

This proposal recommends adding the acronym after Instantaneous Trip Circuit Breaker found
in Section 250.122(D)(2), and correlates with a comment to Section 430.2, Definitions. Panel statements from both CMP
5 and CMP 11 were considered.

An instantaneous trip type circuit breaker designed to be used as part of a listed motor
controller assembly, containing electronic or magnetic-hydraulic instantaneous trip and overload functions, no thermal
trip elements, and short circuit protection.

I believe that clarity and a clear definition of a Motor Circuit Protector is needed.
I'm trying to clarify what a Motor Circuit Protector is and how it should be used. It seems that there is some confusion in

the field as to how these breakers are used and because they are being used incorrectly, safety is compromised.
They are intended to provide only branch-circuit, short-circuit, and ground-fault protection for individual motor branch

circuits.
They may not be used to provide main, motor feeder, motor overload, and general branch-circuit or group motor

protection...
NEC 430.52 requires that they shall only be used as part of a listed combination motor controller. MCP's are

short-circuit tested only in combination with a motor controller and overload device.
Because of this, they are not labeled with an interrupting rating by themselves.
Per NEC 430.109, they may be used as a motor branch-circuit and controller disconnect, or "at the motor" disconnect

only when part of a listed combination motor controller.
Companion proposals have been re-submitted to Section 430.2 to add a new definition for Motor Circuit Protector

(MCP) 430.62, everywhere found in Section 430.52, and at the top of Table 430.52, to coincide with the use of the term
in the text of 430.52.

Panel 11 has jurisdiction over the types and descriptions of motor protection devices and has acted
to reject the concept.  See Comment 5-72.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-74     Log #976  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David Brender, Copper Development Assn. Inc.

5-201a
Retain original text.

The original Proposal (5-204), re-crafted by the Panel as Panel Proposal 5-201a, was submitted with no
substantiation, and should have been disallowed.  The Panel requires every Proposal to be accompanied with technical
substantiation and exceptions should not be made.  Existing language of Section 250-122 has existed for years and is
based on unequal current flow under fault conditions.  The NEC Handbook discusses unequal current under certain fault
conditions.  The submitter of Proposal 5-204, re-crafted as 5-201a, has not submitted a Fact Finding Report or other
documentation that the proposed change does not run contrary to the safety issues raised in the Handbook discussion,
or is safe.
Further, it is not clear whether "the total sum of equipment grounding conductor" applies to number of conductors or
circular mil area.  The Panel should not be crafting technical substantiation for the submitter.

The panel concludes removal of all of the changes in Proposal 5-201a is not warranted.  The list
format and requirements for the largest conductor should remain to improve usability.  The panel removed the
exception, see panel action on Comment 5-79.

Affirmative: 14  Negative: 2

BRETT, JR., M.:    There was no substantiation provided to support this change.  This proposed idea to allow a
reduced EGC has been before this committee for several cycles and each time the committee has requested supporting
data, none has been provided from the proponents.  The EGC provides fire & life safety functions important to the entire
electrical system integrity and the safety of the occupants of the installation.  This comment and proposal 201a should
be rejected until data to support this proposals has been supplied.

PICARD, P.:  The exception should be retained.  The substantiation is that there are are numerous Underwriters
Laboratories Standards (UL 1277 Power and Control Cable, UL 1569 Metal-Clad Cable, UL 1072 Medium Voltage
cable) that permit Equipment Grounding Conductors to be sectioned within a cable.  The sectioning of an Equipment
Grounding Conductor is equivalent to running multiple parallel Equipment Grounding Conductors and joining them
together.
Experience in Canada has proven that oversized equipment grounding conductors are unnecessary in parallel
installations,and further consideration should be given to this proposal.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-75     Log #1062  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael J. Johnston, National Electrical Contractors Association

5-201a
Reject the proposal for lack of technical substantiation.

This proposal should be rejected to remain consistent with the panel actions on similar previous
proposals in past NEC development cycles. The same type of proposal was submitted in the 2011 NEC development
cycle and was rejected by the panel due to lack of testing or any other type of technical substantiation. During that
process the panel indicated that technical substantiation would be needed to accept this type of change. No appartent or
additional technical substantiation has been provided to warrant this change that would lessen current sizing
requirements. See the negative ballot statements of Williams, Brett and Brender.

See panel action and statement on Comment 5-74.

Affirmative: 14  Negative: 2

BRETT, JR., M.:    See my explanation of Negative vote on Comment 5-74.
PICARD, P.:    See my explanation of negative vote on Comment 5-74.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-76     Log #1141  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Phil Simmons, Copper Development Association, Inc.

5-201a
Reject the Proposal.

This proposal should be rejected. Inadequate substantiation was provided for the new exception. The
exception does not require the engineer to be qualified as an electrical engineer. Nor does it require the people who will
install, service and maintain the wire with a reduced size equipment grounding conductor to be qualified in any way.

This section has required for decades that the minimum size equipment grounding conductor must be determined by
Table 250.122 based upon the rating of the overcurrent protective device. Now, without any substantiation, the
exception will allow an unqualified engineer to select a smaller equipment grounding conductor without restriction so
long as the equipment grounding conductor is not smaller than 6 AWG copper or 4 AWG aluminum. This permission
applies to wire pulled into raceways as well as to wire installed in cable. The exception should require the cable be listed
to ensure proper construction.

The electrical inspector will have his or her hands tied and be required to accept an installation that does not satisfy
this long-standing rule.

The Panel should have required a Fact-Finding Study to prove the validity of such a significant change and radical
departure from the long-standing rule. Nothing has been provided to prove that safety will not be diminished by the
proposed change.

The issue of equipment grounding conductors installed in parallel has long been addressed in the National Electrical
Code Handbook. Here are two paragraphs from the 2011 NEC Handbook that apply to this proposed change,

“The full-sized equipment grounding conductor is required to prevent overloading and possible burnout of the
conductor should a ground fault occur along one of the parallel branches. The installation conditions for paralleled
conductors prescribed in 310.10(H) result in proportional distribution of the current-time duty among the several
paralleled grounding conductors only for overcurrent conditions downstream of the paralleled set of circuit conductors.
Exhibit 250.51 shows a parallel arrangement with two nonmetallic conduits installed underground. For clarity, a one-line
diagram with equipment grounding conductors is shown. A ground fault at the enclosure will cause the equipment
grounding conductor in the top conduit to carry more than its proportionate share of fault current. The fault is fed by two
different conductors of the same phase, one from the left and one from the right. The shortest and lowest-impedance
path to ground from the fault to the supply panelboard is through the equipment grounding conductor in the top conduit.
The grounding path from the fault through the bottom conduit is longer and of higher impedance. Therefore, the
equipment grounding conductor in each raceway must be capable of carrying a major portion of the fault current without
burning open.

The substantiation for the proposal does not address or disprove the theory on unequal loading of the equipment
grounding conductors as explained in the NEC Handbook.

See panel action and statement on Comment 5-74.

Affirmative: 14  Negative: 2

BRETT, JR., M.:    See my explanation of Negative vote on Comment 5-74.
PICARD, P.:    See my explanation of negative vote on Comment 5-74.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-77     Log #1337  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Paul Dobrowsky, Holley, NY

5-201a
Revise text to read as follows:

(1) If conductors are installed in multiple raceways or cables as permitted in 310.10(H), wire type equipment grounding
conductors, if installed, shall be in parallel in each raceway or cable and shall not be required to be larger than the
largest ungrounded conductor installed in each raceway or cable. Alternatively the equipment grounding conductor shall
be permitted to be sized based on 250.102(C) based on the largest ungrounded conductor in the raceway.

Continue to accept the proposal in concept but add the provided option. Admittedly the proposed
sentence does not blend well with the other language but I want to put the concept before the panel. Base on the 2011
NEC a parallel conductor installation in multiple raceways requires a full size equipment grounding conductor in each
raceway. The Equipment grounding conductor is sized based on the overcurrent device protecting the ungrounded
conductors. But if the ungrounded conductors are not protected on their supply side, such as the secondary conductors
of a transformer with no overcurrent protection at the supply, the supply side bonding jumper is sized based on the
largest ungrounded conductor in the raceway using. So without overcurrent protection the "fault carrying conductor" in
the raceway is considerably smaller than the equipment grounding conductor as presently required with overcurrent
protection. The reason for this proposal it to provide this concept to the panel for discussion.

This comment introduces a concept that has not had public review.

Affirmative: 14  Negative: 2

BRETT, JR., M.:    See my explanation of Negative vote on Comment 5-74.  The submitter did not provide any
substantiation but only presented the concept for panel discussion.

PICARD, P.:    See my explanation of negative vote on Comment 5-74.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-78     Log #1423  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Keith Fager, Bayer CropScience

5-201a
Revise the Exception in the proposal.

Exception: Under engineering supervision in industrial locations the total area of the combined equipment grounding
conductors of the wire type shall not be less than the circular mill area specified in Table 250.122, provided that the wire
type equipment grounding conductors are not the only ground fault path for the circuit. The individual equipment
grounding conductors shall not be smaller than 6 AWG copper or 4 AWG aluminum.

The added text addresses the concerns in the Explanation of Negative comments relative to the
example in the NEC Handbook.  The Handbook example uses nonmetallic conduit which is a worst case scenario.
Metallic conduit with a wire type equipment grounding conductor in parallel with the conduit provides a very effective
ground fault path (IEEE Std 142 – 1991, 2.2.3).  In industrial installations, it is not unusual to find paralleled cables
installed in tray with a single external ground cable, connected in parallel with the cable tray.  Concern that there is no
requirement that the engineer be qualified was stated in the Explanation of Negative comments also.  A search of the
NEC found only one instance that requires qualified engineering supervision and that is Section 110.71 for manhole and
vault design.  State registration laws address engineering qualifications, licensing, and areas of practice.

The panel removed the exception therefore the modifications are not applicable.  See panel action
on Comment 5-79.

Affirmative: 15  Negative: 1

PICARD, P.:    See my explanation of negative vote on Comment 5-74.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-79     Log #1331  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David Williams, Delta Township

5-201a
Delete the following text:

Exception: Under engineering supervision in industrial locations the total area of the combined equipment grounding
conductors of the wire type shall not be less than the circular mill area specified in Table 250.122. The individual
equipment grounding conductors shall not be smaller than 6 AWG copper or 4 AWG aluminum.

Delete the proposed exception to section 250.122(F)(1). The code panel agreed that there was not
sufficient substantiation to reduce the requirements for equipment grounding conductors installed in parallel and then
made two changes to do just that. The present wording in the exception would allow an installation supervised by a
sanitation engineer to reduce the equipment grounding conductor below safe limits without proper approval.

Affirmative: 7  Negative: 9

BOWMER, T.: The Comment 5-79 should have been rejected and the proposed exception to 250.122(F)(1) should be
retained. The proposed exception to 250.122(F)(1) helps to make the code more practical and usable by providing the
necessary flexibility in industrial installations that are designed under engineering supervision to utilize standard cables.
The text of the exception developed in Panel Proposal 201a provides sufficient and adequate safeguards to help ensure

appropriate conductor sizing for the proper operation of overcurrent devices during fault conditions.

DOBROWSKY, P.:  Reject the comment and keep the exception as it was accepted at the ROP stage. The physics
behind parallel conductors used as ungrounded and grounded conductors is the same as for those used as equipment
grounding conductors (EGC). Current will take all paths available and divide inversely based on the impedance. If a
given EGC size is necessary then permitting multiple conductors, one in each cable, to provide the equivalent area of
that size should also be acceptable. This concept is presently permitted when parallel EGC's are provided as
segmented conductors in multi-conductor cables. Without this allowance standard cables cannot to be used in parallel
configurations.

HARDING, G.:  The proposed exception to 250.122(F)(1) should be retained. The proper safeguarding of persons will
be ensured due to the requirement of engineering supervision in these installations.

HARDING, J.:  Engineering analysis shows that the proposed exception provides adequate protection for the
equipment grounding conductor. The exception should be allowed under engineering supervision in industrial locations.

HELFRICH, W.:    After reviewing the many places in the code where the phrase “under engineering supervision” is
used, I believe the panel vote to remove the exception was incorrect. The term (under engineering supervision) is used
extensively in the code for determining conductor ampacities, which is critical in protecting equipment from fires and
shock hazards. The rationale that a “sanitation engineer” could reduce equipment grounding conductors below safe
limits, if true, then he could increase ampacities of conductors beyond safe limits, which has not been the case.

MOHLA, D.:  The comment should have been rejected.

The text adopted by the Panel in Panel Proposal 201a provides the necessary safeguards to ensure adequate
conductor sizing for operation of overcurrent devices during fault conditions without damage to the conductor insulation.
The substantiation provided in the Comment, if realistic, would negate all of the exceptions given for engineering
supervision and that have not been shown to result in increased hazard.

Any conductor must be large enough to carry the fault current for a sufficient length of time to permit the overcurrent
device to open before the conductor is heated to a point where it damages the insulation.  The attachment Cable Short
Circuit Current Capacity chart shows the maximum current to which various size copper conductors can be subjected for
various times without injuring the insulation. It is based on 90 degree C insulation and a maximum temperature of 250
degrees C during fault conditions.  It is illogical to believe that phase conductors connected on both ends can be
paralleled and will share the current but equipment grounding when paralleled will not.  Multiple equipment grounding
conductors connected together at both ends will share the fault current the same as phase conductors do.  Sections
310.10(H)(5) and 250.122 already permit sectioned equipment grounding conductors in multiconductor cables.

Consider a circuit supplied by two (2) 1/0AWG copper conductors in different raceways.  A standard UL listed 1/0 AWG
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cable has a 6AWG ground wire.  A circuit protected by a 300 A circuit breaker would requires two 1/0 AWG in parallel
(1/0 AWG is the smallest size permitted for parallel operation).  Using Table 250.122 would require a #4 AWG
equipment grounding conductor which is 41,740 circular mills in area based on Table in Chapter 9.  Paralleling two 1/0
AWG cables in different raceways would allow each to contain # 6AWG (minimum size permitted by the exception).
Two #6AWG in parallel would be 52,480 circular mills in area which is 25% greater than one #4 AWG so it is large
enough for operation of overcurrent device.

The Instantaneous setting for a 300 A circuit breaker is normally 10 times or less (3000 A). Circuit breaker at this setting
will trip in 1 cycle.  A 6AWG conductor can withstand almost 9,000 A for 2 cycles and 15,000 A for one cycle. This is
500% of the 3000 A trip set point of the breaker for one cycle operation and 300% for 2 cycles so the concern of
conductor burning up is not valid.

Similarly three 500 kcmil with an EGC of 1 AWG would be required for a 1000 A circuit if a standard UL listed
multi-conductor cable with ground cable is used.  Table 250.122 would require a 2/0 AWG in each cable on the load
side of 1000 A circuit breaker.  A 2/0 AWG has an area of 133,100 circular mills.

Alternatively, three #1 AWG have a combined area of 3x 83,690= 251,070 circular mills which is 1.9 times the effective
area of 2/0 AWG conductor. So the combined area is large enough for circuit breaker to operate.  A #1 AWG conductor
can handle 40,000 A for one cycle and 30,000 A for 2 cycles. Trip setting for a 1000 A breaker would be 10,000 A max

It is doubtful that any cable supplier will make a 500 kcmil with 2/0 AWG ground wire except in very large quantities.
This means essentially a multi-conductor cable with ground cannot be used in a parallel configuration and still meet the
code.  Allowing this exception would permit utilization of standard UL listed cables under engineering supervision.
The following documents have been supplied with this comment:
Cable Maximum Short Circuit Capacity chart (from Okonite Technical Information Book)
Table 250.122 from National Electrical Code 2011
Chapter 9, Table 8 from National Electrical Code 2011

PICARD, P.:    See my explanation of negative vote on Comment 5-74.
PORTER, C.:    This comment should have been rejected. This is an important exception that allows the use of an

equipment grounding that has been verified by qualified engineers to both be able to carry the maximum fault-current
and be able to open the overcurrent device in a safe manner.

STEINMAN, G.:  The panel action should have been "reject." The exception provides the necessary safeguards to
ensure adequate conductor sizing for operation of overcurrent devices during fault conditions without damage to the
conductor insulation.

BRETT, JR., M.:    I agree with the submitter, no substantiation has been provided to support the introduction of this
major change.  Continue to accept this comment to delete the exception.

LEVASSEUR, P.:  For many code cycles the panel has determined that a full-sized equipment grounding conductor is
needed in each raceway, or cable, if conductors are installed in multiple raceways or cables as permitted in 310.10(H).
The consensus reason for this requirement is that a ground fault may cause a disproportionate share of fault current to

be carried on one of the paralleled equipment grounding conductors.  It now appears consensus, for the theory of
unequal loading of the equipment grounding conductors, is diminishing.  For example; 310.10(H)(5) and 250.122 (A)
allow sectioned equipment grounding conductors in multiple conductor cables a s long as total area in circular mills of all
sectioned conductors meets Table 250.122.
It is logical to assume that fault current on conductors bonded at both ends will be shared by all conductors.  What I do

not know, with any certainty, is how it will be shared.  Because a fault can happen anywhere in an installation I am less
certain that a single conductor, of the paralleled set of equipment grounding conductors, will be large enough to carry
the fault current for, a sufficient length of time, to permit the overcurrent device to open before the conductor is heated to
a point where it will damaged.

WILLIAMS, D.:    The panel accepted the proposal without adequate substantiation to reduce the size of the equipment
grounding conductor in parallel installations during the ROP Meetings. It was noted and comments submitted and the
panel corrected their actions by removing the exception that was inappropriately added during the ROP Meetings.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David Williams, Delta Township

5-201a
Revise text to read as follows:

Exception: Under qualified engineering supervision, acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction, in industrial locations
the total area of the combined equipment grounding conductors of the wire type shall not be less than the circular mill
area specified in Table 250.122. The individual equipment grounding conductors shall not be smaller than 6 AWG
copper or 4 AWG aluminum.

The exception should be deleted. The code panel agreed that there was not sufficient substantiation to
reduce the requirements for equipment grounding conductors installed in parallel and then made two changes to do just
that. The present wording in the exception would allow an installation supervised by a sanitation engineer to reduce the
equipment grounding conductor below safe limits without proper approval.

The panel removed the exception therefore the modifications are not applicable.  See panel action
on Comment 5-79.

Affirmative: 15  Negative: 1

PICARD, P.:    See my explanation of negative vote on Comment 5-74.

WILLIAMS, D.:    The panel accepted the proposal without adequate substantiation to reduce the size of the equipment
grounding conductor in parallel installations during the ROP Meetings. It was noted and comments submitted and the
panel corrected their actions by removing the exception that was inappropriately added during the ROP Meetings.
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Paul Dobrowsky, American Chemistry Council

5-206
The proposal should have been accepted.

The term Equipment Grounding Conductor needs to be replaced. Those opposed have no technical
reason for their opposition or any other valid reason. It is not worth the effort and everyone understands what is meant
are common responses.

It is very simple: Grounding electrode conductors are the connection to the earth and accomplish grounding. In the
present NEC, Equipment Grounding Conductors and bonding jumpers provide a "path back" to the source. Both are
always performing a bonding function. If the Grounding Electrode connection is removed or broken, the bonding function
remains intact.

Section 250.4 does not permit the earth (ground) to be used as an effective ground fault current path but the term
equipment grounding conductor inherently incorrectly contains the word "ground".

Visualize equipment supplied by a portable generator. The generator frame is not required to be connected to the
earth. The "green" wire in the flexible cord is not performing a grounding function but is performing a bonding function.

Visualize building one supplied by a service, having the grounded conductor connected to the grounding electrode
system by a grounding electrode conductor. A feeder supplies a second building and a grounding electrode conductor is
required for grounding any equipment in the second building. An equipment grounding conductor is required to be
installed from building 1 to building 2. Not for grounding, but for bonding, providing an effective fault current path.

Making this change has the added benefit of being more harmonized with other international standards and usage of
terminology.

Experienced NEC users have to ignore other concepts in other definitions and requirements to use the existing term.
This does not help the future NEC user or provide clarity in the existing NEC. Changing the term is the right thing to do
and should be supported.

See panel action and statement on Comment 5-1.

Affirmative: 13  Negative: 3

DOBROWSKY, P.:  See my negative ballot comment on 5-1.
MOHLA, D.:  See my explanation of negative vote on Comment 5-1.
WILLIAMS, D.:    See my negative vote substantiation written for Comment 5-1

PORTER, C.:      See my statement in comment 5-1.
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Paul Dobrowsky, American Chemistry Council

5-208
The proposal should have been accepted.

The term Equipment Grounding Conductor needs to be replaced. Those opposed have no technical
reason for their opposition or any other valid reason. It is not worth the effort and everyone understands what is meant
are common responses.

It is very simple: Grounding electrode conductors are the connection to the earth and accomplish grounding. In the
present NEC, Equipment Grounding Conductors and bonding jumpers provide a "path back" to the source. Both are
always performing a bonding function. If the Grounding Electrode connection is removed or broken, the bonding function
remains intact.

Section 250.4 does not permit the earth (ground) to be used as an effective ground fault current path but the term
equipment grounding conductor inherently incorrectly contains the word "ground".

Visualize equipment supplied by a portable generator. The generator frame is not required to be connected to the
earth. The "green" wire in the flexible cord is not performing a grounding function but is performing a bonding function.

Visualize building one supplied by a service, having the grounded conductor connected to the grounding electrode
system by a grounding electrode conductor. A feeder supplies a second building and a grounding electrode conductor is
required for grounding any equipment in the second building. An equipment grounding conductor is required to be
installed from building 1 to building 2. Not for grounding, but for bonding, providing an effective fault current path.

Making this change has the added benefit of being more harmonized with other international standards and usage of
terminology.

Experienced NEC users have to ignore other concepts in other definitions and requirements to use the existing term.
This does not help the future NEC user or provide clarity in the existing NEC. Changing the term is the right thing to do
and should be supported.

See panel action and statement on Comment 5-1.

Affirmative: 13  Negative: 3

DOBROWSKY, P.:  See my negative ballot comment on 5-1.
MOHLA, D.:  See my explanation of negative vote on Comment 5-1.
WILLIAMS, D.:    See my negative vote substantiation written for Comment 5-1

PORTER, C.:      See my statement in comment 5-1.
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Paul Dobrowsky, American Chemistry Council

5-210
The proposal should have been accepted.

The term Equipment Grounding Conductor needs to be replaced. Those opposed have no technical
reason for their opposition or any other valid reason. It is not worth the effort and everyone understands what is meant
are common responses.

It is very simple: Grounding electrode conductors are the connection to the earth and accomplish grounding. In the
present NEC, Equipment Grounding Conductors and bonding jumpers provide a "path back" to the source. Both are
always performing a bonding function. If the Grounding Electrode connection is removed or broken, the bonding function
remains intact.

Section 250.4 does not permit the earth (ground) to be used as an effective ground fault current path but the term
equipment grounding conductor inherently incorrectly contains the word "ground".

Visualize equipment supplied by a portable generator. The generator frame is not required to be connected to the
earth. The "green" wire in the flexible cord is not performing a grounding function but is performing a bonding function.

Visualize building one supplied by a service, having the grounded conductor connected to the grounding electrode
system by a grounding electrode conductor. A feeder supplies a second building and a grounding electrode conductor is
required for grounding any equipment in the second building. An equipment grounding conductor is required to be
installed from building 1 to building 2. Not for grounding, but for bonding, providing an effective fault current path.

Making this change has the added benefit of being more harmonized with other international standards and usage of
terminology.

Experienced NEC users have to ignore other concepts in other definitions and requirements to use the existing term.
This does not help the future NEC user or provide clarity in the existing NEC. Changing the term is the right thing to do
and should be supported.

See panel action and statement on Comment 5-1.

Affirmative: 13  Negative: 3

DOBROWSKY, P.:  See my negative ballot comment on 5-1.
MOHLA, D.:  See my explanation of negative vote on Comment 5-1.
WILLIAMS, D.:    See my negative vote substantiation written for Comment 5-1

PORTER, C.:      See my statement in comment 5-1.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Code-Making Panel 9,

5-212
Continue to “Accept in Principle”.

This change correlates with the action taken by CMP-9 on Proposal 9-153.
12 Eligible to vote
11 Affirmative
1 Ballot Not Returned (J.M. Ferrara, Voting Alternate)
No Comments on Vote were received.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James T. Dollard, Jr., IBEW Local 98

5-212
Continue to Accept in Principle.
This comment is submitted on behalf of the high voltage task to provide additional substantiation

as directed by the Correlating Committee.
The High Voltage Task Group (HVTG) was charged with developing recommendations throughout the NEC to provide

the code user with prescriptive requirements for high voltage installations. The task group charge was to identify holes in
the code with respect to installations operating at over 600-volts and address them with recommended requirements to
allow for uniform installation and enforcement. Small Wind Electric Systems and Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Systems are
currently being installed at DC voltages over 600V up to and including 1000V, 1200V, 1500V, and 2000V DC.  These
DC systems are expanding and have become a more integral part of many structures. Small Wind Electric Systems and
Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Systems are employed regularly in, and on all types of structures from dwellings units, to large
retail and high rise construction.

The first direction that the HVTG took was to simply suggest revisions in Chapter 6 for Special Equipment. It is
extremely important to fully understand the outline form of the NEC. 90.3 mandates that Chapters 1 through 4 apply
generally and Chapters 5, 6 & 7 are special and serve only to modify or supplement the rules in Chapters 1 through 4.
The HVTG quickly realized that it was not feasible to address all of the installation requirements in Chapter 6. The work
needs to be done throughout the NEC. The special systems in Chapter 6 are built primarily upon Chapters 1 through 4
with the Chapter 6 requirements providing only modifications or supplemental requirements. A quick review of the UL
White-book for electrical products will uncover that UL has many products that are utilized in these systems rated at and
above 600-volts including but not limited to, 600Vdc terminal blocks, 1000Vdc PV switches, 1500Vdc PV fuses, and
2000V PV wiring.  Product listings provide permitted uses and restrictions on a given product. The NEC must recognize
those products through installation requirements. Electrical safety in the home, workplace and in all venues depends
upon installation requirements to ensure that all persons and property are not exposed to the hazards of electricity. The
success of this code hinges on three things (1) product standards, (2) installation requirements and (3) enforcement.
The NEC needs to recognize emerging technologies that are operating at over 600-volts. Everyone needs to play a role
in this transition. The present NEC requirements would literally require that a PV system operating at 750-volts DC
utilize a disconnecting means rated at 5 kV. The manufacturers, research and testing laboratories and the NEC must
work together to develop installation requirements and product standards to support these emerging technologies.

Moving the NEC threshold from 600 volts to 1000 volts will not, by itself, allow the immediate installation of systems at
1000-volts.  Equipment must first be tested and found acceptable for use at the higher voltage(s).  The testing and listing
of equipment will not, by itself, allow for the installation of 1000 volt-systems. The NEC must include prescriptive
requirements to permit the installation of these 1000-volt systems.  It will take both tested/listed equipment and an
installation code to meet the needs of these emerging technologies that society demands. The installation code should
be the NEC.

Moving the NEC to 1000 volts is just the beginning.  The desire to keep increasing efficiencies will continue to drive up
the system voltages. We are beginning to see 1200, 1500, and 2000-volt systems.  2500 volts cannot be far down the
road.  Most equipment standards are still at 600 volts and will need to be upgraded also.

If the NEC does not adequately address systems over 600 volts, some other standard will.  If we want to control the
future safety of installations over 600 volts we need to address these issues today.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John Masarick, Independent Electrical Contractors, Inc.

5-212
Reject this proposal which would change 600 volts to 1000 volts.

Replacing 600 volts with 1000 volts will have a major impact on installers, component manufacturers,
and industry standards.  Increased spacing must be considered when going from 600 volts to 1000 volts.  Personal
safety must also be considered.
Because the proposer has not provided enough information to the public to justify and understand all the ramifications of
the proposal, the committee should reject the submitter’s proposal.

The change from 600 Volts to 1000 Volts is consistent with the demarcation point set by CMP-5 for
the rest of Article 250 and there is no technical reason this exception should remain at 600 Volts.  Electrode type boilers
that are manufactured and listed at 240 Volts, 480 Volts, 600 Volts can only be applied at those voltages.  If a
manufacturer were to create an electrode type boiler at some voltage greater than 600 Volts and were to get it listed
then the Code should not become the stumbling block for the technological innovation.  The applicable product safety
standards and Code installation requirements would address the submitter’s concerns for this equipment at the higher
voltage.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-87     Log #355  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

5-214
Revise text to read as follows:

. Contact devices or yokes designed and listed as self-grounding shall be permitted in
conjunction with the supporting screws to establish equipment bonding the grounding circuit between the device yoke
and flush-type boxes.

The term bonding alone does not accurately describe what is being established.  The word equipment
should be added to article 250-146(B) in order to provide a more accurate description.   This connection is serving the
purpose of an “Equipment Bonding Jumper” as defined in article 100.  This would be in keeping with CMP 6 accept
action to proposal 6-13. “The fundamentals of these proposals are to clearly state that “systems” are “grounded” and
“equipment” is “bonded”.” This will also help to provide consistent language throughout the Code.

Affirmative: 16
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Paul Dobrowsky, American Chemistry Council

5-219
The proposal should have been accepted.

The term Equipment Grounding Conductor needs to be replaced. Those opposed have no technical
reason for their opposition or any other valid reason. It is not worth the effort and everyone understands what is meant
are common responses.

It is very simple: Grounding electrode conductors are the connection to the earth and accomplish grounding. In the
present NEC, Equipment Grounding Conductors and bonding jumpers provide a "path back" to the source. Both are
always performing a bonding function. If the Grounding Electrode connection is removed or broken, the bonding function
remains intact.

Section 250.4 does not permit the earth (ground) to be used as an effective ground fault current path but the term
equipment grounding conductor inherently incorrectly contains the word "ground".

Visualize equipment supplied by a portable generator. The generator frame is not required to be connected to the
earth. The "green" wire in the flexible cord is not performing a grounding function but is performing a bonding function.

Visualize building one supplied by a service, having the grounded conductor connected to the grounding electrode
system by a grounding electrode conductor. A feeder supplies a second building and a grounding electrode conductor is
required for grounding any equipment in the second building. An equipment grounding conductor is required to be
installed from building 1 to building 2. Not for grounding, but for bonding, providing an effective fault current path.

Making this change has the added benefit of being more harmonized with other international standards and usage of
terminology.

Experienced NEC users have to ignore other concepts in other definitions and requirements to use the existing term.
This does not help the future NEC user or provide clarity in the existing NEC. Changing the term is the right thing to do
and should be supported.

See panel action and statement on Comment 5-1.

Affirmative: 13  Negative: 3

DOBROWSKY, P.:  See my negative ballot comment on 5-1.
MOHLA, D.:  See my explanation of negative vote on Comment 5-1.
WILLIAMS, D.:    See my negative vote substantiation written for Comment 5-1

PORTER, C.:      See my statement in comment 5-1.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mike Holt, Mike Hold Enterprises

5-222
Revise the text as follows:

The size of the grounding electrode conductor
for a dc system shall be as specified in 250.66. 250.166(A) and (B), except as permitted by 250.166(C) through (E).

Where the dc system consists of a 3-wire balancer set or a balancer
winding with overcurrent protection as provided in 445.12(D), the grounding electrode conductor shall not be smaller
than the neutral conductor and not smaller than 8 AWG copper or 6 AWG aluminum.

Where the dc system is other than as in 250.166(A), the grounding
electrode conductor shall not be smaller than the largest conductor supplied by the system, and not smaller than 8 AWG
copper or 6 AWG aluminum.

Where connected to rod, pipe, or plate electrodes as in
250.52(A)(5) or (A)(7), that portion of the grounding electrode conductor that is the sole connection to the grounding
electrode shall not be required to be larger than 6 AWG copper wire or 4 AWG aluminum wire.

Where connected to a concrete-encased electrode as in
250.52(A)(3), that portion of the grounding electrode conductor that is the sole connection to the grounding electrode
shall not be required to be larger than 4 AWG copper wire.

Where connected to a ground ring as in 250.52(A)(4), that portion of the grounding
electrode conductor that is the sole connection to the grounding electrode shall not be required to be larger than the
conductor used for the ground ring.

As is often the case, there is wisdom to be found in the Soares book on grounding (page 133).
“Special considerations are required to be given if a direct-current circuit is to be properly protected against transient
currents such as are produced by lightning. It is necessary to treat the selection of the grounding electrode conductor as
would be done for an alternating-current circuit.”

I agree with statement, and see no reason that the GEC for a dc system would have different sizing provisions than a
GEC in an ac system. With that said, most of this section can be deleted.

Subsection (A) does not seem defensible from an electrical theory perspective, and (B) through (E) do not give any
allowances or requirements that are not already found in 250.66. It seems that perhaps the requirements of (A) were
intended to apply to a conductor that carries fault current, not a conductor that connects the system and equipment to
earth. Perhaps this rule is a remnant of previous Code editions that used grounding related terms improperly.

While deleting Section 250.166 and letting Section 250.160 is certainly an option, it would require changing many Code
rules that refer to it, and would also make manufacturers change product literature that might already refer to Section
250.166.

The reference to Soares was with regard to the physical protection of the grounding electrode
conductor and the use of ferrous metal or nonferrous conduit as a means of protection.  Table 250.66 is titled
“Grounding Electrode Conductor for Alternating Current System” and to reference DC systems to this Table would likely
lead to questions and confusion.  There was no technical substantiation provided where the sizing in accordance with
250.166(A) and (B) are incorrect and that sizing per Table 250.66 would be adequate.  The requirements in 250.166 are
clear with the added change to limit the maximum size as was accepted by the panel in Proposal 5-222.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

5-223
Revise text to read as follows:

Ground fault detection systems shall be required for ungrounded systems.
Ground fault detection shall be permitted for grounded systems.

Direct-current systems shall be legibly marked to indicate the grounding type at the dc source or the first
disconnecting means of the system. The marking shall be of sufficient durability to withstand the environment involved.

The NEC is a permissive Code things not forbidden are permitted. (B) is therefore unnecessary.

The panel concludes that for this new provision having both the “grounded” and “ungrounded”
system references provides clarity to the user.  This is similar to having 250.20 and 250.21 which require grounding and
permit grounding of systems respectively.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-91     Log #92  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

5-224
It was the action of the Correlating Committee that this proposal be reconsidered and correlated

with the panel action on Proposal 9-15e that modified the definition of "Metal Enclosed Power Switchgear" to
"Switchgear".

This action will be considered as a public comment.
This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise the text from the 2011 NEC section 250.170 to read as follows:
Secondary circuits of current and potential instrument transformers shall be

grounded where the primary windings are connected to circuits of 300 volts or more to ground and, where installed on or
in switchgear and on switchboards, shall be grounded irrespective of voltage.

The panel accepts the direction of the Correlating Committee.  The revised text brings this section
into alignment with the new definition change by CMP-9 and consistency with other sections of Article 250.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

9-15e
The Correlating Committee understands that the panel action in this proposal incorporates the

modified definition of “Metal Enclosed Power Switchgear” to “Switchgear” in Proposal 9-7.
It was the action of the Correlating Committee that this proposal be referred to Code-Making Panel 5 for action.

This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance
with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The panel accepts the direction of the Correlating committee.  See panel action and statement
Comment 5-91 where the text has been revised.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-93     Log #143  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

9-15f
The Correlating Committee understands that the panel action in this proposal incorporates the

modified definition of “Metal Enclosed Power Switchgear” to “Switchgear” in Proposal 9-7.
It was the action of the Correlating Committee that this proposal be referred to Code-Making Panel 5 for action.

This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance
with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The panel accepts the direction of the Correlating committee.  See panel action and statement
Comment 5-95 where the text has been revised.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-94     Log #93  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

5-227
The Correlating Committee directs that the panel clarify the panel action since Proposal 9-15f has

modified the definition of "Metal Enclosed Power Switchgear" to "Switchgear" and this action must be correlated by
Code-Making Panel 5.

It was the action of the Correlating Committee that further consideration be given to the comments expressed in the
voting since "Dead Front" was not deleted.

The Correlating Committee directs that this proposal be forwarded to Code-Making Panel 9 for comment.
This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The panel accepts the direction of the Correlating committee.  See panel action and statement
Comment 5-95 where the text has been revised.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Code-Making Panel 9,

5-227
The action on the proposal should have been: Accept in Principle and in Part to correlate with

action on Proposals 9-7 and 9-15f.
Reject the deletion of the words “Dead Front” from the title of 250.174(B). Revise the remaining text to read as follows:
(A) Not on Switchboards or Switchgear. Instruments, meters, and relays not located on switchboards or switchgear

operating with windings or working parts at 300 volts or more to ground, and accessible to other than qualified persons,
shall have the cases and other exposed metal parts connected to the equipment grounding conductor.
(B) On Dead-Front Switchboards or Switchgear. Instruments, meters, and relays (whether operated from current and
potential transformers or connected directly in the circuit) on switchboards or switchgear having no live parts on the front
of the panels shall have the cases connected to the equipment grounding conductor.

This change correlates this provision with action taken by CMP 9 to place a revised definition of what
used to be “Metal-Enclosed Power Switchgear” in Article 100. The change will rename the defined term as
“Switchgear”and make editorial changes to the content accordingly, including adding an informational note.

There was no technical substantiation provided for the removal of “Dead-front Switchboards from this requirement.
12 Eligible to vote
11 Affirmative

1 Ballot Not Returned (J.M. Ferrara, Voting Alternate)
No Comments on Vote were received.

Revise the full text of 250.174 from the 2011 NEC to read as follows:
250.174 Instruments,

meters, and relays operating with windings or working parts at less than 1000 Volts or less shall be connected to the
equipment grounding conductor as specified in 250.174(A), (B), or (C).
(A) .  Instruments, meters, and relays not located on switchgear or switchboards
operating with windings or working parts at 300 volts or more to ground, and accessible to other than qualified persons,
shall have the cases and other exposed metal parts connected to the equipment grounding conductor.
(B) .  Instruments, meters, and relays (whether operated from current and
potential transformers or connected directly in the circuit) on switchgear or switchboards having no live parts on the front
of the panels shall have the cases connected to the equipment grounding conductor.
(C) .  Instruments, meters, and relays (whether operated from current and potential
transformers or connected directly in the circuit) on switchboards having exposed live parts on the front of panels shall
not have their cases connected to the equipment grounding conductor. Mats of insulating rubber or other suitable floor
insulation shall be provided for the operator where the voltage to ground exceeds 150.

The revised text incorporates direction from the Correlating Committee for the change in definition
from CMP-9 on “Switchgear” as well as confirms the panel action from the 2012 ROP relative to the term “Dead Front”
remaining in the title of 250.174(B).  The sequence of terms was revised for consistency with other section of Article
250.  The added editorial revision of “1000 Volts or less” in the main text was for consistency with the title that did not
get changed at the ROP.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

5-229
It was the action of the Correlating Committee that this proposal be reconsidered and correlated

with the panel action on Proposal 9-15g that modified the definition of "Metal Enclosed Power Switchgear" to
"Switchgear."

This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance
with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise the text of 250.178 from the 2011 NEC to read as follows:
The equipment grounding conductor for secondary circuits of

instrument transformers and for instrument cases shall not be smaller than 12 AWG copper or 10 AWG aluminum.
Cases of instrument transformers, instruments, meters, and relays that are mounted directly on grounded metal
surfaces of enclosures or grounded metal of switchgear or switchboard panels shall be considered to be grounded, and
no additional equipment grounding conductor shall be required.

The panel accepts the direction of the Correlating Committee and has confirmed the revised text of
250.178 is as stated in the panel action.  The sequence of terms was revised for consistency with other sections of
Article 250.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-97     Log #144  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

9-15g
The Correlating Committee understands that the panel action in this proposal incorporates the

modified definition of “Metal Enclosed Power Switchgear” to “Switchgear” in Proposal 9-7.
It was the action of the Correlating Committee that this proposal be referred to Code-Making Panel 5 for action.

This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance
with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

See panel action and statement Comment 5-96.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-98     Log #1279  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Elliot Rappaport, Electro Technology Consultants

5-232
Accept proposal.

The present text of 250.184 is in direct contradiction to 250.24(A)(5).  If it is safe for systems and
circuits of over 1kV, it should be safe for lower voltages also.  But is it?  Is there anyone that is ready to permit
regrounding of the grounded conductor within a residence or an office building?

The Panel has stated that an advantage of this method is that it permits currents to flow out of the neutral (grounded
conductor) into the ground and then back into the neutral.  Thus the earth becomes a part of the distribution system in
contradiction to 250.4(A)(5) unless these currents are not considered to be ground-faults but, rather, intended currents.
Is that the Panel’s intent?

The Panel has indicated that this regrounding effectively reduces the impedance of the neutral to ground.  It does so
due to the earth, as a conductor, being in parallel with the neutral conductor.  This certainly is advantageous if an
energized conductor breaks and contacts the earth (downed conductor).  However, within a premise where, generally,
conductors are contained within a raceway, wireway, cable tray or similar, there is an equipment grounding conductor, in
accordance with Part V of Article 250, in close proximity to provide for fault current return to the source and fault
clearing.  Regrounding is then not necessary for safety.

Regrounding of the grounded conductor is a standard practice for utilities and is understood to provide safety for
employees working on poles and in manholes.  As written, a medium voltage system within an industrial plant could also
use the provisions of this section. Instead of the ground currents flowing in the ground, they would be flowing through
the structural steel!

This proposal is not intended to prevent the application of regrounding of the grounded conductor where appropriate.  It
is intended to prohibit it as a general rule rather than permitting it as a general rule.  The initial paragraph of the proposal
permits regrounding “provided that the system is supervised and maintained by qualified personnel acceptable to the
authority having jurisdiction”.  That should satisfy the engineer designing a large campus facility where regrounding
might be considered advantageous to the maintenance personnel at the facility.  Subparagraph (C) provides for
grandfathering existing systems – if there are any.  The remainder of Section 250.184 remains consistent with
250.4(A)(5)

The submitter has provided no field evidence that this method for grounding installations over 1000
volts has or is causing any problems.  The method has many positive characteristics as noted in the panel statement for
Proposal 5-232.

Affirmative: 15  Negative: 1

MOHLA, D.:  The panel action should have been “Accept in Principle” with the simple addition, by the Panel, of an
exception: “multi grounded systems shall be permitted if approved by the authority having jurisdiction”.  The Panel
Comment did not respond to the substantiation provided.  As stated, there is no evidence that this method has or is
causing any problems.  There is also no evidence that this method has been used at all in the short time that this
provision has been in the Code.
The benefits of this multi-grounding system, as identified in the Panel's proposal comment, are inconsistent with safe

wiring practices within buildings and structures.  That this method “provides a low impedance path for ground currents to
flow back into the neutral” does not consider that it also provides a low impedance path for ground currents to flow OUT
of the neutral to ground.  Is this something that we want to promote within buildings and structures?  If it “enables
lightning protection to be applied more effectively”, then its application should apply only to outdoor installations.
It is not permissible to reground the grounded conductor if the installation is for under 1000 Volts.  It is inconsistent and

indefensible to have a rule for 1000 Volts and over that is in conflict with a rule for under 1000 Volts.  If it is safe for 1000
Volts and over, it should also be safe for under 1000 Volts.  Are we saying shock hazard is less for over 1000 Volts
installations than it is for below 1000 Volts installations?  Do we really want to permit a 4160 volt multi-grounded system
within a metal frame factory?
There was no intention of prohibiting multi-grounded systems where it is appropriate, but not as a general rule.
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Multi-grounded systems should only be permitted if an engineer can show that a particular design is safer by virtue of
multi grounding the neutral.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-99     Log #95  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

5-234
The Correlating Committee directs that the panel clarify the panel action by replacing the word

"through" in 250.186(B) in the last line before the Exception with the word "and", since there is only (B)(1) or (B)(2).
This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The panel accepts the direction of the TCC.  See panel action and statement on Comment 5-101.
The modifications made to 250.186 as a result of other comments addressed the issue raised by the correlating
committee.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-100     Log #971  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daleep C. Mohla, DCM Electrical Consulting Services, Inc.

5-234
Continue to accept 5-234 and Revise title of 250.186 (A) as below

The requirements detailed in this section only apply to solidly grounded systems as ungrounded
systems and impedance grounded systems  either do not have  grounded conductors or  follow the requirements of
250.187. Revision of the title will clarify the  application. A separate comment has also  been submitted for  addition
requirements for  Impedance Grounded  systems.

See panel action and statement on Comment 5-101. The premise for this section is a service
supplied at over 1000 volts from the utility which the NEC does not have jurisdiction over until the service point is
reached.  Section 250.186(A) is based on where the utility has a supply system and a grounded (neutral) conductor is
provided to the service point where the NEC begins to apply.  This system may or may not be solidly grounded based
on utility practices and the NEC cannot assume what the utility practices are in all cases.  If the premise in the
substantiation is correct, that there is no grounded conductor, then 250.186(B) applies where the utility supply system
does not have a grounded (neutral) conductor at the service point.  In both cases the requirements are to provide a
permanent low impedance ground fault return path.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-101     Log #972  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daleep C. Mohla, DCM Electrical Consulting Services, Inc.

5-234
Continue to accept   and Add  a new  section

(C) The impedance grounded neutral system shall be installed in accordance
with  250.187.

Impedance grounded systems cannot be grounded  as detailed in 250.186 (A) or 250.186 (B). The
addition of new section will provide clarity and prescriptive language for methods to be used for systems with an
impedance grounded neutral.

Revise 250.186 from the ROP to read as follows:

(A) Systems with a solidly Grounded Conductor at the Service Point.
Where an ac system operating at over 1000 volts is grounded at any point and is provided with a grounded conductor

at the service point, grounded conductor(s) shall be installed and routed with the ungrounded conductors to each
service disconnecting means and shall be connected to each disconnecting means grounded conductor(s) terminal or
bus.  A main bonding jumper shall connect the grounded conductor(s) to each service disconnecting means enclosure.
The grounded conductor(s) shall be installed in accordance with 250.186(A)(1) through (A)(34). The size of the solidly
grounded circuit conductor(s) shall be the larger of that determined by 250.184 or 250.186(A)(1) or (2).

The grounded conductor shall not be smaller than the
required grounding electrode conductor specified in Table 250.66 but shall not be required to be larger than the largest
ungrounded service entrance conductor(s). In addition, for sets of ungrounded service-entrance conductors larger than
1100 kcmil copper or 1750 kcmil aluminum, the grounded conductor shall not be smaller than 121/2 percent of the
circular mil area of the largest set of service-entrance ungrounded conductor(s).

If the ungrounded service-entrance
conductors are installed in parallel in two or more raceways or as overhead parallel conductors, the grounded
conductors shall also be installed in parallel. The size of the grounded conductor in each raceway or overhead shall be
based on the total circular mil area of the parallel ungrounded conductors in the raceway or overhead, as indicated in
250.186(A)(1), but not smaller than 1/0 AWG.

Informational Note: See 310.10(H) for grounded conductors connected in parallel.
The grounded conductor of a 3-phase, 3-wire delta service shall have an ampacity not

less than that of the ungrounded conductors.
Impedance grounded neutral systems shall be installed in accordance

with 250.187.
(B) Systems without a Grounded Conductor at the Service Point
Where an ac system operating at greater than 1000 volts is grounded at any point and is not provided with a grounded

conductor at the service point, a supply side bonding jumper shall be installed and routed with the ungrounded
conductors to each service disconnecting means and shall be connected to each disconnecting means equipment
grounding conductor terminal or bus.  The supply side bonding jumper shall be installed in accordance with
250.186(B)(1) through (B)(23).

The supply side bonding jumper shall not be smaller than
the required grounding electrode conductor specified in Table 250.66 but shall not be required to be larger than the
largest ungrounded service entrance conductor(s).  In addition, for sets of ungrounded service-entrance conductors
larger than 1100 kcmil copper or 1750 kcmil aluminum, the supply side bonding jumper shall not be smaller than 121/2
percent of the circular mil area of the largest set of service-entrance ungrounded conductor(s).

If the ungrounded service-entrance
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conductors are installed in parallel in two or more raceways or overhead conductors, the supply side bonding jumper
shall also be installed in parallel. The size of the supply side bonding jumper in each raceway or overhead shall be
based on the total circular mil area of the parallel ungrounded conductors in the raceway or overhead, as indicated in
250.186(A)(1), but not smaller than 1/0 AWG.

Impedance grounded neutral system shall be installed in accordance with
250.187.

The Panel incorporated modifications into the new proposed 250.186 that incorporate Impedance
Grounded Neutrals into this section.  The panel concludes that this meets the intent of the submitter.

Affirmative: 16

WHITE, C.:  While we agree with the Panel intent, we want to express a concern that this action may be misinterpreted
to require a connection to a utility ground.   If the utility is providing an ungrounded service, then the utility ground cannot
be used as a fault current return path.  To do so would possibly bypass the protection for premises wiring.  This also is a
violation of 250.4(A)(5) which states that "The earth shall not be considered as an effective ground-fault current path."

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-102     Log #1359  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Sergio Panetta, I-Gard Corp.

5-234
This new clause should be limited to Solidly grounded systems only. Please add a sentence to

revise the text.
This new clause should be removed. In principal it will work for simple single source systems. There will

be a great deal of confusion and problems when multiple connected sources are present. For example multiple
generators acting as prime or buck up power. It will be very difficult and erroneous to all generators grounded
conductors together.

This comment was rejected because it was not submitted in accordance with Paragraph 4.4.5 (c) of
the Regulations Governing Committee Projects. The submitter’s proposed changes did not include the specific text
being requested. The panel concludes that the submitter’s intent was satisfied by the panel action taken on Comment
5-101.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-103     Log #1460  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Amit Patel, GE

5-234
Revise text to read as follows:

250.186 Ground Fault Circuit Conductor (Neutral) Brought to Service Entrance Equipment. [ROP 5–234]
(A) Solidly grounded neutral Systems with a Grounded Conductor (Neutral) at the Service Point. Where an ac system

operating at over 1000 volts is grounded at any point and is provided with a grounded conductor (Neutral) at the service
point, grounded conductor(s) shall be…
Add a new section 250.186 (C) High Impedance Grounded Neutral Systems.  The high impedance grounded neutral
system shall be installed in accordance with  section 250.187

Section 250.186(A) requirements are only applicable to solidly grounded neutral systems and not
applicable to Impedance grounded systems. Ungrounded systems and impedance grounded systems either do not have
grounded conductors or neutral. Revision of the title will clarify the application. A separate section(C) is required for
clarification for High Impedance Grounded systems. Need to consider effect on residual ground fault relaying scheme
that may require neutral CT and zero sequence ground fault relaying schemes already in field.

High Impedance grounded systems cannot be grounded as described in section 250.186 (A) or 250.186 (B). The
addition of new section will clarify improved actions to be taken for systems with high impedance grounded neutral.

The panel accepted in principle the addition of the impedance grounding requirements.  See panel
action and statement on Comment 5-101.

The panel did not accept the addition of the words "solidly grounded", "neutral", "entrance" and "high" for impedance
grounding.

The section title includes two possible installations, one where a utility grounded conductor is present and one where it
is not.  To add the word “neutral” into the section title would be incorrect.  The term “service equipment” is correct and is
defined in Article 100 whereas the term “service entrance equipment” is not defined.  Section 250.186 is for installation
of the service when supplied directly by a utility at over 1000 Volts under two conditions, that the utility either supplied a
grounded (neutral) conductor to the service point or they did not.  The term "high" was not accepted because 250.187
covers both high and low impedance systems.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-104     Log #1518  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Peter Sutherland, GE

5-234
Add text to read as follows:

(A) An effective ground-fault current path shall be established by grounding and bonding of electrical equipment and
bonding of electrically conductive materials and other equipment in accordance with Section 250.4 (A).  In order to
prevent false operation of ground fault protection systems, the grounded, grounding or bonding conductors shall not be
routed with the current-carrying conductors.

Ground fault protection in medium voltage power systems usually utilizes either the residually
connected ground relay or the core-balance CT. (IEEE Std. 242-2001, pp. 249-252.)  Problems in can occur when a
grounded shield is used in the cables with a core-balance CT, requiring special wiring.  Use of a grounded conductor in
a cable with the phase conductors would result in even greater wiring problems than are created by grounded shields.
With residually connected systems, in four wire systems where a neutral conductor is used, a fourth CT is required.  If
the fourth conductor could instead be a grounded conductor, confusion between neutral and ground could result in a CT
being placed on the grounded conductor, which would prevent the ground fault protection from operating.

The proposed text does not provide the requirements for sizing and other factors that were included
in the accepted proposal.  Section 250.186 is for the installation of the service when supplied directly by a utility at over
1000 volts under two conditions that utility either supplied a grounded (neutral) conductor to the service point or they did
not.  The provisions for how to route conductors for ground fault protection is a design issue dependent on specific
installation conditions.

Affirmative: 16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-105     Log #587  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

5-237
Revise text to read as follows:

250.188
Ground-fault detection and relaying shall be provided to automatically

de-energize any component of a system over 1000 volts that has developed a ground fault. The continuity of the
equipment grounding conductor shall be continuously monitored so as to de-energize automatically de-energize the
circuit of the system over 1000 volts to the portable or mobile equipment upon loss of continuity of the equipment
grounding conductor.

250.188(D) contains “automatically de-energize” and “de-energize automatically” The first form is better
English and should be used for the second instance. Consistency reduces confusion.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-106     Log #1157  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Paul Dobrowsky, American Chemistry Council

5-239
The proposal should have been accepted.

The term Equipment Grounding Conductor needs to be replaced. Those opposed have no technical
reason for their opposition or any other valid reason. It is not worth the effort and everyone understands what is meant
are common responses.

It is very simple: Grounding electrode conductors are the connection to the earth and accomplish grounding. In the
present NEC, Equipment Grounding Conductors and bonding jumpers provide a "path back" to the source. Both are
always performing a bonding function. If the Grounding Electrode connection is removed or broken, the bonding function
remains intact.

Section 250.4 does not permit the earth (ground) to be used as an effective ground fault current path but the term
equipment grounding conductor inherently incorrectly contains the word "ground".

Visualize equipment supplied by a portable generator. The generator frame is not required to be connected to the
earth. The "green" wire in the flexible cord is not performing a grounding function but is performing a bonding function.

Visualize building one supplied by a service, having the grounded conductor connected to the grounding electrode
system by a grounding electrode conductor. A feeder supplies a second building and a grounding electrode conductor is
required for grounding any equipment in the second building. An equipment grounding conductor is required to be
installed from building 1 to building 2. Not for grounding, but for bonding, providing an effective fault current path.

Making this change has the added benefit of being more harmonized with other international standards and usage of
terminology.

Experienced NEC users have to ignore other concepts in other definitions and requirements to use the existing term.
This does not help the future NEC user or provide clarity in the existing NEC. Changing the term is the right thing to do
and should be supported.

See panel action and statement on Comment 5-1.

Affirmative: 13  Negative: 3

DOBROWSKY, P.:  See my negative ballot comment on 5-1.
MOHLA, D.:  See my explanation of negative vote on Comment 5-1.
WILLIAMS, D.:    See my negative vote substantiation written for Comment 5-1

PORTER, C.:      See my statement in comment 5-1.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-107     Log #873  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
C. Douglas White, Center Point Energy / Rep. Edison Electric Institute/Electric Light & Power Group

5-240
This Proposal should have been Accepted in Part.  Accept the proposed new text but do not modify

any existing text so that it reads as follows:

For ac substations, the grounding system shall be in accordance with Part III of Article 250. Where a grounding grid is
installed, the grounding grid shall be designed and installed under engineering supervision.

Informational Note: For further information on outdoor ac substation grounding, see ANSI/IEEE 80-2000, IEEE Guide
for Safety in AC Substation Grounding.

The grounding grid, when properly designed and installed under engineering supervision will limit the
overall resistance with respect to earth and will help to mitigate step and touch potentials in substation applications.
This is an increased safety item that is intended for the protection of personnel and equipment and is widely recognized
as the proper grounding method for substation applications.

This is a companion comment to my comment on Proposal 5-111.

Mitigation and acceptable limits of step and touch potentials are not presently provided or required
by the NEC. Specifically requiring engineering supervision such as for grounding grids implies that other methods do not
require engineering supervision.

Affirmative: 15  Negative: 1

MELLO, C.:    See my statement for Comment 5-108.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-108     Log #1303  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James M. Imlah, Hillsboro, OR

5-240
Revise text to read as follows:

250.191 Grounding System at Alternating-Current Substations.
For ac substations, the grounding system shall be in accordance with Part III of Article 250.
Where a grounding grid is installed, the grounding grid shall be installed under engineering supervision.

Please reconsider the CMP action on this proposal to accept or accept in principle. With larger
facilities installing their own substations, the current responsibility to assure the grounding system is based upon Part III
of Article 250 and the local jurisdiction. Most all jurisdictional inspectors do not have the skills or training to determine a
design of the special nature (over 1kV) of the hazards and understanding of a design to determine if touch potential
situation could exist. By requiring engineering supervision and responsibility of the desired installation back to the
engineer there should be a safer installation to persons. Under the current situation a substation can be installed,
inspected, and energized without engineering supervision as a bidder design and the local AHJ unaware of the medium
voltage potential hazards.

See the panel action and statement on Comment 5-107.

Affirmative: 15  Negative: 1

MELLO, C.:    The comment should have been accepted.  There are two items to consider.  First the present text is
totally unnecessary since section 250.180 already requires all the provisions in Article 250 to apply except as modified
by the requirements stated Part X of Article 250.  So the original proposer and commenter are correct in deleting the text
as indicated.  Second, the Commenter, as an Authority Having Jurisdiction involved with large complex manufacturing
facilities with their own substations and plant buildings that are installing ground grids, he makes a valid point that AHJs
do not have the expertise and do not have present Code language to require that ground grids to be designed and
installed under some sort of qualified engineering supervision.  This is no different than the new provisions in the 2011
NEC from CMP-4 for some qualified engineering entity to design and oversee the installation of other medium voltage
systems in Article 399.  The panel cannot ignore the fact that ground grids are being installed on private property and
are part of the installation falling under the NEC.  The panel should have accepted making it a requirement that when a
ground grid is installed, for whatever purposes intended, that it be designed and installed under proper qualified
electrical engineering supervision and that having the informational note that references NFPA 80 for guidance on the
design, application and construction.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-109     Log #1503  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Alan Manche, Schneider Electric

5-244a
Revise text to read as follows:

The panel should continue to accept the proposed language revision and also delete the informational note found in
285.3.

Informational Note: For further information on SPDs (TVSSs), see NEMA LS 1-1992,
. The selection of a properly rated SPD (TVSS) is based on criteria such as maximum continuous

operating voltage, the magnitude and duration of overvoltages at the suppressor location as affected by
phase-to-ground faults, system grounding techniques, and switching surges.

The Informational note in 285.3 should be deleted as that NEMA document has been rescinded and is
no longer applicable.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-110     Log #1504  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Alan Manche, Schneider Electric

5-244a
The panel should continue to accept the proposed language revision and also remove the

reference to surge arresters and TVSS.  The existing language from the 2011 NEC is shown for reference purposes
only and the proposed changes are shown in the strike-through text.

This article covers general requirements, installation requirements, and connection requirements for
SPDs [surge arresters and transient voltage surge suppressors (TVSSs)] permanently installed on …

Informational Note No. 2: Transient voltage surge suppressors (TVSSs) are also known as Type 2 and Type 3 SPDs.
An SPD (surge arrester or TVSS) device shall not be installed in the following:

(3) Where the rating of the SPD (surge arrester or TVSS) is less than the …
Where used at a point on a circuit, the SPD (surge arrester or TVSS) shall be …

An SPD (surge arrester or TVSS) shall be alisted device.
The SPD (surge arrester or TVSS) shall be …

SPDs (surge arresters or TVSSs) shall be permitted to ...
The conductors used to connect the SPD (surge arrester or TVSS) to the …

Where an SPD (surge arrester or TVSS) device is …
Type 1 SPDs shall be installed in accordance with 285.23(A) and (B).

Type 1 SPDs (surge arresters) shall be installed as follows:
(1) Type 1 SPDs (surge arresters) shall be permitted to …
(2) Type 1 SPDs (surge arresters) shall be permitted to be connected as specified in 285.24.

Type 2 SPDs (TVSSs) shall be installed in accordance with 285.24(A) through (C).
Type 2 SPDs (TVSSs) shall be …
Type 2 SPDs (TVSSs) shall be …

The SPD (TVSS) shall be …
Type 3 SPDs (TVSSs) shall be …

An SPD (surgearrester or TVSS) shall be … only by the normal operation
of the SPD (surge arrester or TVSS) during a surge.

The original Article 285 was written when surge protection devices were labeled TVSS.  This marking
changed due to a change in the product standards as acknowledged in the 2008 NEC revisions.  The terminology was
retained to support the transition of the terminology.  Note that Panel 1 has accepted Proposal 1-186 to eliminate the
standard and reference to UL 1449 as covering TVSS. Surge Arresters installations are addressed in Article 280.  In
order to correlate the actions of the committees and address any confusion in the 2014 NEC, it is time to eliminate
“(TVSS)” and “(Arrester)”throughout Article 285 since that terminology is no longer in use across the industry and has
not been for many years.

Affirmative: 16
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5-111     Log #96  NEC-P05

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

5-244b
The Correlating Committee directs that the panel clarify the panel action on this proposal with

respect to the phrase "are only intended for factory installation and" as non-mandatory language is not permitted by the
NEC Style Manual.

This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance
with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revised 285.13 from ROP to read as follows:
285.13 Type 4 and Other Component Type SPDs.  Type 4 component assemblies and other component type SPDs

shall only be installed by the equipment manufacturer.

The panel accepts the Correlating Committee direction to reconsider the proposed text and has
made revisions to ensure the text meets the requirements of the NEC Style Manual.

Affirmative: 15  Negative: 1

MELLO, C.:    This negative ballot is not intended to object to the direction of the Correlating Committee but is intended
to be directed to the text revision that resulted from panel action.  The text as revised by the panel lost the intent of the
original proposal where Type 4 component and other component type SPD's are not to be installed in the “field”.  The
comment acted on was only Correlating Committee direction to revise the text due to some Style Manual issues.  The
original text provided that these devices are not to be installed by anyone after the final product has been manufactured
and shipped from that manufacturer.  The revised text implies that the equipment manufacturer can now complete an
installation of Type 4 component or other component SPDs anywhere they want.  The panel did not have or provide any
technical substantiation to make such a technical change.  The issue is that these devices need to be further evaluated
with the end use product and are not for installation by anyone in the field.
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